Whoever walks a mile full of false sympathy
walks to the funeral of the whole human race -

D. H . Lawrence.
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o My letters come on too strongl True, no
doubt, but they are for me rather like the
practice of the fellow who composes violent
letters in anger only to consign them to the
wastebasket, some of his anger assuaged.
Not that Instauration is a wastebasket.
606
o Happily,

there is a deep vein of conser
vatism in the membership of Mensa. When
gun control was advocated in a letter to the
Bulletin, the outpouring of "con" letters was
amazing, so much so that Issac Asimov was
moved to complain about it. Ditto on hun
ting.
789

o A twenty-gun salute to
Sadat- at point blank range!

Begin and
366

DThat tidbit in "Literary Jottings" re the
Jews fleeing Nazi persecution in 1938 across
the Siberian-Manchurian border sounds
most phony. Russia and Germany did not go
to war until June 22, 1941. They might have
been Polish Jews deported to Siberia by
Stalin after the Red Army took over two
thirds of Poland in September-October
1939, which is still too late for this yarn to
make historical sense. The esteemed
Gospodin Begin is supposed to have been in
a Stalinist gulag in Siberia in 1939 for a
short spell before going to Palestine. I
suspect those Jews fleeing Siberia were far
fewer than 20,000 and were escaping agri
cultural work for the fleshpots of Man
churia and more rewarding opportunities in
Harbin and Mukden.
529

trading with the Pygmies. Upon leaving for
a hunting trip, he locked his chest of trade
goods, mainly salt and chocolate, but left
the key in the lock. Shortly the Pygmies ap
peared and tried to open the chest. Finally,
after several days they gave up and returned
to the forest. Immediately, a few monkeys
dropped out of the trees. Within a few
minutes they opened the chest and
devoured its contents.
772

o The account of Hamsun was sober and a
welcome revision of the loathsome min
ority smear. But a much worse smear was
made against Vidkun Quisling, Norway's
only genuine hero in three generations.
(Even Molotov thought the Norwegians
were too harsh on him.) Someone should do
a review of the book by Ralph Hewins, the
relapsed British newspaper liar who helped
invent the epithet "quisling." In his book,
Quisling: Prophet Without Honor (John Day,
1966) he recounts how the whole thing was
stacked, rigged and framed against Quis
ling, a man he grew to respect mightily.
Hewins writes, "For twenty-five years a net
work of Norwegian, British, German and
Russian vested interests has blackened
Quisling's name with almost every im
aginable crime from murder and theft to
high treason, until his character and career
have become completely distorted in
history and in the popular imagination at
home and abroad."
111
DA quick and low-priced Nicaraguan
canal (I suppose Brown and Root or Bechtel
could build it in three months) would really
cause a global upheaval and leave the New
York City gang holding a lot of worthless
Panamanian wallpaper bonds, probably
about as good as Israeli pounds.
422
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o When George Will was writing columns
for the National Observer, they more often
than not tended to be fairly well thought
out, and for the most part, supported the
conservative point of view. It was with some
surprise that I first noted he sold out to the
powerful media mogul, Katharine Graham.
I'm sure Graham will give Will high marks
for his ad hoc philosophical obscurantism.
452

o In his True Believer Eric Hoffer makes the
point that the extremes of the political spec
trum have more in common with each other
than with the uncommitted middle. Ifs
strange, but by physically twisting a paper
model of a linear political scale into a
Mobius strip, the extremes are no longer
poles apart, but rather back-to-back.
606
I place a high value on Instauration,
although as one of my black coworkers says,
"lfs a bit over my head."
661

o What do you think of bumper stickers ask
ing the question, "What If The Racists Are
RighH"
720

o I feel as tho' I'm living in a nightmare that
has no end. It simply isn't possible to be
pessimistic enough about the folly and
suicidal madness of the whites in this coun
try.
244
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will bring to an end the strife now disrupting
our society. Strangely enough, the Asiatic
Indian and Pakistani immigrants are
generally opposed to such mixed marriages.
But the Negroes advocate it as proof of
their "equality."
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o Let us not be so naive as to believe that
we have freedom of speech in this country.
Dr. Arthur Butz spent several years re
searching and documenting his exposure of
the six million myth. He was invited to ap
pear on a WFAA radio talk show in Dallas,
but because of Zionist pressure was denied
the right to speak. But NBC has shown a
four-night TV movie IIHolocaust" that
spouts forth racist hate against Germans. In
the U.S. only Zionists and other nonwhites
have the right to be race-hating bigots.
752
OGloom and doom here at the moment.
There seems to be an awful glut of Ph.D.'s in
the Humanities and Liberal Arts. The
Chronicle of Higher Education- a fort
nightly journal which lists every academic
opening in the entire nation- advertises
less than one vacancy in European History
per issue. Average number of applications
resulting: 600.
913

o Menahem Begin is due out here in May
for a ceremony at the Hebrew Yeshiva
University in Beverly Hills. How nice it
would be if someone who was a survivor of
the King David Hotel atrocity would show
up to ask him questions.
900
o Rothbard and the New York City crowd
control Libertarian Review and Inquiry.
Reason is led by a different lot, and has just
run a long column by the TV catcaller Edith
Efron (niece of old Stalinist hack Joshua
Kunitz) which really puts down Rothbard
and his coterie. It should lead to some in
teresting hair-pulling.
330
Is the CIA responsible for that uprising in
Nicaragua? Very, very suspicious timing, as
Carter and Linowitz manage to sell us the
Panama giveaway. Another canal can only
be built through Nicaragua.
101
o Your article, liThe Bastard State of
Panama," was excellent. I cannot help
wondering who the author is. Whoever he
is, he has first-rate literary and polemical
talent. It's a great pity that this article can
not be distributed freely to the public. So
far as the French Panama Canal Company
was concerned, Edouard Drumont had some
very interesting and unflattering things to
say about the French personalities involved
in this shocking scandal.
234

o I am basically an introvert and cannot
successfully discuss our racial beliefs with
others. But your magazine has created a
personal instauration for all my suppressed
thoughts and emotions. I am not pretending
that my belief in your work will help our
plight in any significant way. But it might
help your morale to hear a hearty word of
approval from a fellow Nordic.
550

O"Survival Squads" (/nstauration, Jan. 1978)
is an excellent article and I like the idea
very much, although the word IIsurvival" in
itself is negative (when you mention survival
you are implying that a situation might
develop in which you might not survive).
However, the idea itself is positive and con
structive and right down my alley. I keep
telling people that until we can manage to
organize social activities we cannot expect
to attract the general public. We need to
get our kinfolk together in a friendly atmos
phere, just talking, dancing, playing bridge,
or whatever. Who wants to talk philosophy
all the time, discussing the Protocols or Jim
my Peanut's latest outrage. All this is fine
and there is a time and place for it, but
there should also be somewhere a guy can
take his girl without getting into all kinds of
talk about liberal corruption or black
atrocities.
Canadian subscriber
OToo bad our dominant dummies don't all
bellow for another canal in Nicaragua. It
would be such a welcome respite from the
two packs of liars at work on our sen
sibilities re Panama.
802

o Rafael Lemkin, the refugee Polish Jew
lawyer who invented the word "genocide,"
first used it in his book Axis Rule in Occu
pied Europe, which was published in
December 1944 and not in 1943, as both
Rassinier and Hoggan say. Even the
American College Dictionary, 1958 edition,
credits Lemkin with IIcoining" the word in
1944.
364
CYou have all heard about Michael
Douglas who tried to change his moniker to
1069. The judge, praise be, turned him
down. But do you know his occupation?
What else than social studies teacher.
319

O"Run, Sammy, Run" and IIDeath of a
Salesman" probably turned more young Ma
jority students from following a business
career than any other factor. How conve
nient for those who are not intimidated by
their own writings.
763

Now that Norman Lear has led our
children to the depths of misery, despair,
drugs and sordidness, Portnoy has no com
plaint!
213

o I am

a bit in the dark about the setup of

Instauration. I wish I could respond to the

author of a particular piece from time to
time. If some are regular contributors,
couldn't they adopt a nom de guerre like
"Pertinax" or IlLicentius?"
606
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OA sad aspect of our race's situation is the
fall from greatness of today's descendants
of old, aristocratic, capable Americans. I get
my name from the Lees, who today seem to
be a tired, worn-out Virginia family and
nothing more.
600

o If it's any help, keep in mind that there
are quiet readers of Instauration who fully
support you even if they rarely tell you so.
245
I would like to point out why the in
telligent Russian people (not the "c1ever"
ones) are apprehensive about Zionism. They
are convinced, and rightly so, that Zionist
leaders were at all times hostile towards
Russia, caring absolutely nothing about the
regime there. When they ceased to play the
leading role in the country, they at once
became an irreconcilable opposition and
campaigned against imperialism, anti
Semitism, totalitarianism and so on.
087
It is commonplace that when a minority
ite is arrested for anything it is not just a
question of the guilt or innocence of the
suspect. When a Majority member finds
himself in the hands of the police, that's
that. His case is cranked through the
criminal justice system without further ado.
But the more vocal minority criminals carry
with them not just the usual presumption of
innocence, which goes with Anglo-Saxon
law, but a presumption of persecution. The
fact is that minority members charged with
a crime are considered less guilty than their
Majority counterparts because of the racial
discrimination factor. Just being a minority
member automatically casts doubt on the
grounds for arrest. He may have committed
a crime. On the other hand, the white pig
cops may be up to their old tricks.
320

OThe inexorability of the "discovery" of a
philosophy by Jewish intellectuals II prov
ing" that Marxism (i.e. the Soviet Union) is
inherently reprehensible was only a matter
of time, since Zionism and Bolshevism end
ed their love affair. A dialectic had been
embarrassingly lacking justifying the whole
sale desertions by the Jewish intellectual
elite of the pro-Soviet camp, in view of the
latter's anti-Israeli position. Lest the
preference for Israeli Zionism instead of in
ternational communism appear an act of
petty bourgeois provincialism, a cosmopoli
tan whitewash of highest humanitarian
motivation was essential.
The excellently timed appearance of the
IINew Philosophers" - Levy, Glucksmann &
Co., therefore has all the spontaneity of a
march in Peking's Peoples Square. Their
polemics are a not very convincing attempt
to cover the withdrawal of the remaining in
ternational Jewish forces from pro-Soviet
association as gracefully as possible under a
screen of merde.

142

Many men who find themselves in situa
tions where normal sex is impossible, such
as at sea in the Navy or in prison, may
engage in homosexual acts. They then suffer
from what is known as lIinversion." How
ever, if they have adequate normal sex
before their period of deprivation to
stabilize their inherent sexual response,
they usually have little difficulty falling
back into normal heterosexual activity
afterwards. Homosexual exposure when
there has been little or no normal sex is par
ticularly dangerous and it can result in ir
reversible perversion.
Blacks and Chicanos are so heterosexual
ly promiscuous from earliest puberty that
homosexuality has less of a chance to gain a
foothold among them. Increasing white
male homosexuality is most certainly the
main reason why ever larger numbers of
white women are taking up with nonwhites.
Women outnumber men in all age
categories above 18, and male homosexuals
outnumber lesbians by about twenty to one.
There are many places in the world, parti
cularly in America and Britain, where
homosexual prostitutes flagrantly work gay
bars with impunity while female prostitutes
are arrested for soliciting in a non-gay bar a
block away.
South African subscriber
[J Remove the Jesus story and the Jews
within three generations will not produce a
dentist.
606

Within the world constellation of our
days there are only two world powers able
to accomplish a racial revolution: the U.S.
and Russia. Both have the greatest compact
white population, both have economic in
dependence, both have a strong military
force. The U.S. has still enough freedom (till
the forthcoming World War III) to allow its
citizens to express their ideas and then form
a political movement. In Russia, on the con
trary, people suffer from a horrible terror
which reaches into the most remote corner
of private life. Any resistance can only be
prepared in secrecy. People in communist
states are more hardened by their suffer
ings, more prudent in their activities, but
once they make up their minds, they are the
most dedicated revolutionaries. They are
masters of camouflage and clandestine acts.
Failure means torture and death.
Westerners, on the other hand, are rotted by
welfare while the mass media prevent
realistic thinking.
Argentinian subscriber
You have such a splendid magazine it is a
shame to degrade it with cheap slang ex
pressions whose meanings are vague and
even regional. As these words are soon
replaced by other imprecise expressions,
they tend to date the work. Why employ a
Yiddish word (chutzpah in Instauration, Jan.
1978) which I am at a loss to pronounce, to
understand or to translate? It seems to me
that such words have absolutely no place in
your excellent magazine. Please continue to
give us logical, concise, well-written articles
in our expressive English language. We'll all
be grateful.
079
I have recently returned from a visit to
Argentina and I can confirm that, apart
from an insignificant 5% of Indians and
Indian-white mixtures, the population is
white, with the Mediterranean type in the
majority. I would estimate the percentage
of Nordics at about 10%. When I inquired
about the striking absence of blacks, I was
informed that "we sold them all to the
Brazilians while the going was good./I Ac
cording to the Jerusalem Post such a
homogeneous society is unfavorable to
Jews. We here in the U.S. would be well ad
vised to draw the proper conclusions.
070

D"The Pushkin Reporf' (lnstauration, April
1978) was a spine-tingler. While Russia plays
the waiting game, I'm not going to wait any
longer. I am rushing out to dig my own
grave.
994

ORe 941's letter, I don't think that reading
about Jews is dull. It pays to know how we
are being pushed around. Instauration does
not blast the Jews so much anyway, al
though I bet some Jew is gritting his teeth
while reading this letter right now!
601
Must we adopt black culture and lap up
vomit, misery and porno to prove we are
finally "growing up?"
350
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I disagree with your article "Tabula Rasa"
(Jnstauration, Dec. 1977). You say that such

things as the Declaration of Independence,
the Constitution, etc., may be our tomb
stones. True, but if we organize in time they
will be the very symbols of white unity.
Don't you realize that the pains our
ancestors took to form this nation would be
thrown by the wayside if we allowed the
establishment of Majority and minority
states?
601
_, I'm glad to find out that Instauration'~
editor is dipping into Spenser's fa/fie
Queene. It is the most majestic, if difficult,
work- a book that repays one's attention
with compound interest. I'm sure that as
you read it the pattern of inspired racial
mysticism that infuses the whole work will
become only too apparent.
New Zealand subscriber
The growing chorus of abuse of the Soviet
for cracking down on its Jewish
troublemakers if kept up much longer will
make even an ancient enemy of the U.S.S.R.
such as myself metamorphose into a sup
porter, at least on this issue. The sharply
stepped-up spate of anti-Soviet stuff is bas
ed on the firm conviction that the Jewish
people everywhere have the gawd-given
"righf' to create disorder, social disintegra
tion and chaos in all lands at all times, ex
cept in Israel, and that anyone who tries to
cool them anywhere is impinging on their
"human rights." Hence the whining attempt
of these birds for the last 6,000 years to
blame it all, not on their penchant for max
imizing misery and disorder, but on anti
Semitism growing out of Gentile envious
ness of their bounteous gifts of every kind of
superiority (vide Weyl, Possony, et a/). As
long as the Jew conducts his headlong flight
from country to country to country ad in
finitum, and upon achieving a haven,
promptly repeats his ancient trick of in
furiating his hosts in still another caper, he
might as well prepare to use his track shoes
for indefinate thousands of years to come.
His six millennia of flight so far are just the
beginning folks.
802
[J

I am growing more anti-Semitic with each
effort they make to take away my Puritan
IIloveliness begets loveliness" scenarios.
500

o I hope you like NASA's new astronauts.
Well, we have already put a monkey into
space and the Russians used a dog. Maybe
you had better lobby for an end to the U.S.
space program before NASA sends minor
ityites all over the universe and ruins
thousands of advanced civilizations instead
of just ours. Just think, galaxies of ghettos!
900

THE RACIAL BASIS
OF TYRANNY
In the nineteenth century some anthropologists
noted a surprising fact Superimposing a religious
map of Europe over a racial map of Europe, they
discovered that the two were practically identical.
Protestantism was detected to be confined to those
regions of Europe inhabited by the Nordic race.
Catholicism and the Eastern Orthodox church were
largely restricted to countries occupied by the
Mediterranean, Alpine or mixed races. The division
was so neat that Bismarck's Kulturkampf could be
seen as a racial blow up between predominantly Nor
dic (and Protestant) North Germany and mostly
Alpine South Germany and Austria (both Catholic),
I n the twentieth century a similar phenomenon is
evident If a map of Communist Europe is superim
posed over a racial map of Europe, Communism will
be seen confined to areas inhabited by the Alpine
and Mediterranean races. Moreover, it is currently
posing the greatest threat to those non-Communist
countries of predominantly Mediterranean or Alpine
race that still remain outside the Brezhnev Orbit
-Italy, Portugal, Spain, Greece and France. The na
tions with large Nordic components remain non
Communist, without an appreciable Communist par
ty in any of them and none threatened from within.
They also have no other totalitarian political parties
worth mentioning.
Why is this? Is the reason buried in some innate
resistance to pol itical or religious absolutism on the
part of Nordics? Is there an instinctive passive
resignation to authoritarian force, physical or
psychological, on the part of Alpines, Mediterra
neans or mixed peoples? If Germany had been an en
tirely Nordic nation instead of having a mixed
Nordic-Alpine population, would it have submitted
to the autocracy of Hitler? Likewise, is it possible to
imagine a Nordic Russia bowing to the tyrannical
rule of Lenin and Stalin? We find that no Arab nor
Moslem country has ever been subverted by Com
munists, yet such nations are in large measure
populated by hybridized Mediterranean and Alpine
peoples who exist around part of the Soviet
periphery. However, Islam already has within itself a
powerful absolutist rei igious structu re supported by
primitive but equally absolutist political regimes
which employ repressive measures as a matter of
continuous policy. Thus Communism, an alien form
of cultural despotism, has failed to take a single
Moslem country. By contrast, Catholic Cuba fell to
internal Communist subversion, a case in which a
weakening religious absolutism gave way easily to a
stronger, better organized absolutism. But in Spain,
where the Catholic faith was more resolute, oldfashioned Catholic absolutism defeated the Com
munists in the only way that they can be defeated

-by military power. In these examples, note that the
contests are between different forms of autocracy,
which are apparently the only societal structures that
non-Nordic Peoples will support
The case of Russia involves a large, continental,
predominantly Alpine population that throughout
history has never known other than a dictatorial type
of government The Czarist tyranny was replaced in
1917 by a far worse tyranny. There has never been
evidenced, at any historical period, a comprehension
by Russians of what constitutes a free government
and society. Solzhenitsyn presents in dreadful detail
the utterly unimaginable oppressions, to a Nordic,
that these people will endure, decade after decade,
in the most slavish, abject manner. In modern times
in no Nordic country has an internal absolutist tyran
ny of any type ever succeeded in permanently over
throwing its free institutions. Of the smaller nations
of Europe attacked by. the Soviet Union, only one,
Finland, the most Nordic, has maintained a real
measure of freedom. This political condition is so
universal that a scrutiny of a national governmental
structure is tantamount to a verification as to
whether the pertinent country is Nordic or non
Nordic. If a totalitarian cabal exerts despotic rule of
its own people, the country has to be non-Nordic. If it
has a freely elected form of government and free in
stitutions, the Nordic genes must be dominant So
rigid is this racial predisposition that there is no ex
ception to the rule. Therefore for a Nordic country
to permit the entrance of large numbers of non
Nordics, ipso facto, will imperil its democratic in
stitutions in the course of time.
A free Nordic country, in its dealings with a non
Nordic country, has inevitably no choice but to
select the friendlier of two rival authoritarian fac
tions who may be contending for power inside the
specified state. I t is the crassest, most ignorant, and
often most brutal and inhuman folly for the United
States to remove support from a friendly, relatively
mild, local despot in a non-Nordic country, for exam
ple, Fulgencio Batista in Cuba, on the grounds that
he is "undemocratic." He has to be undemocratic or
he will be replaced by a despot with better
totalitarian organization, unfriendly to the U.S., in
this case the Leninist Fidel Castro. There can be no
temporizing with this ethnic certainty. If a nation
consists of a non-Nordic population, it will be
unavoidably despotic, as Japan will most certainly be
once the pseudodemocratic regime imposed from
without collapses. If India and Pakistan are
"democratized" by copying Nordic political institu
tions, we may be sure neither will long remain
democratic or free. All Asian nations, all former
Continued on page 16
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The same lawyers who pleaded for quotas in North Carolina are
against quotas in California

CURIOUS ASPECTS OF
THE BAKKE CASE
The Bakke case is important because for over
thirty years minorities have been winning racial cases
before the Supreme Court. The Court has ruled
against the best interests of the Majority in hoUSing,
school segregation, school busing, nondenomina
tional school prayer, welfare" rights," employment,
admission to public parks and playgrounds, public
transportation, apportionment of state legislatures,
and voting registration - not to mention the rul ings
on pornography and the rights of criminals, which
have severely undermined the nation's social moral
ity.
Bringing all those cases before the Supreme Court
was a deliberate minority stratagem. The plan, as
outl ined by Jack Greenberg, perenn ial lawyer for the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, and by
Martin Meltzner, attorney for the American Civil
Liberties Union, was to bypass traditional Majority
political processes. As Greenberg and Meltzner ex
plained it, federal judges are appointed and their
on Iy effective pol itica I constituency is the I iberal
minority coalition. So when they take their seats on
the bench, they remain loyal to their sponsors. Hold
ing their jobs for I ife, they can safely ignore the
wishes of the Majority.
The tight liberal-minority grip on the Supreme
Court has worked without serious challenge for three
decades because of the Majority's abysmal refusal to
fight to uphold traditional American political pro
cesses. Everyone seems to have forgotten that the
Constitution separated government into three co
equal branches, each to be a check and balance on
the other. The most significant development in
government since World War II has been the
Supreme Court's assumption of the very role of
despot that the framers of the Constitution sought to
inhibit. That the Majority has not yet fully awakened
to this awesome fact validates H. L. Mencken's mem
orable statement that "nobody ever went broke
overestimating the ignorance of the American
public"
The Supreme Court's drive to obsolete the Con
stitution's separation of powers did not shift into
third gear until the appointment of Earl Warren to
the High Bench in 1953. Warren's decisions ushered
in the "legal revolution" leftwing legal scholars are
so fond of writing about. Congress never effectively
fought the usurpation of power by the Court and ac
tually aided the judicial putsch by passing the Civil

Rights Acts of 1957, 1964 and 1968.
America's largest population group has acquies
ced in the surrender of its political influence by na
ively believing that Supreme Court Justices are
above partisan pol itics. Incredibly, J. F. Ter Horst,
once press aide to tormer President Ford, has claim
ed that the Justices" have no pol itical axes to grind
and that they are tru Iy independent." Even more in
credibly, he recently added:

It is as though the people expect and assume that the
Court's decisions will reflect their long-term permanent
interests instead of the impulsive or expedient demands
of the moment. ... The extraordinary authority of the
Supreme Court rests not on blind allegiance of the peo
ple, but on their acceptance of the rule of law
whenever it is based on the rule of reason.

A Dutchman from the predominantly Dutch con
gressional constituency of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
represented by Gerald Ford for over a quarter cen
tury, Ter Horst appears to be unaware of the par
tisanship of the Supreme Court. Putting judicial
robes on politicians has always blinded Majority
members to the real character of judges. Most Amer
icans are serene in their belief that lobbying is confin
ed to legislative halls, childishly assuming that a
politician astute enough to secure a federal
judgeship is immune to outside pressure once he
begins to perform the mumbo-jumbo of court
ceremony.
The political pressure groups most conspicuous in
recent American legal history are the NAACP and, in
strong second place, the ACLU (American Civil Liber
ties Union). In all civil liberties "landmark" cases the
American Jewish Committee and usually the Amer
ican Jewish Congress filed amicus curiae briefs. These
organizations themselves were not always visible in
these affairs, but their lawyers were. The legal work
of these lawyers and their presence in the filing of the
brie,fs were carefully noted by the judges. This is
judicial lobbying of the highest degree, but no one
ever calls it that.
What makes the Bakke case unusual is that the
civil liberties coalition which has rammed through all
previous pro-minority decisions is split on Bakke.
Recently -the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights,
an umbrella organization of minority groups,
acknowledged the spl it in this official statement:
Continued on page 17
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Sam Dickson may not be the next Lieutenant Governor of Georgia,
but he should be.

THE MAN TO BOOST
Instau rat io ni sts will have at lea st o ne political can
didate worth following with deep interest in the up
comin g 1978 elect ions. Sam G . Dick son, a genuine
Majority activist, will be a candidate for Lieutenant
Governor of Georgia.
People of principle will find hi campaign a
welcome relief from the banality, triviality and
meaningl es sness which have long characterized the
political scene. Di ck son will deal openly and directly
with issues of race and ethnicity from the Majority
viewpoint.
Dickson is a Georgia native, 30, with a mind as
sh arp as that of Senator Tom Watson (1856-1922),
D ick son's poli t ical father figure and the ra c ial
popul ist whose statue in front of Geo rgia's apitol
Jimmy the Tooth had the excruciati ngly bad ta te to
b ox up during the latter's inauguration as Governor
in 1968. What makes Dickson and his ca ndidacy
si gnifi cant is that he is an articulate spo kesman for
t he d est iny and interests of G eor gians- and
Am er ica ns - of
orthe rn Europea n de cent. A t the
Uni ve rs it y o f Georgia he acq uired a degree in hi to ry
and political sc ience, and a juri docto r from the Law
Sc hool. He a lso se rved as p re ident of t he U n iversity
l iterary-debating society, w h re he developed a sk ill
for o rato ry and for putting down minority racists .
U nlike t he ste reotype of illiberals dep icted in th e
news m ed ia, Dick o n is wise in t he w ays of th wo rl d,
hav ing studied in Mexi co and traveled wi d e ly in
Europe. He speaks with some fl uen y G erm an, Sp an
ish, Russi an and Fre nch an d with more flu ency a
mellifluou s Englis h dia lect k no w n as "S outhern. "
W hile qu alified by edu catio n an d training as a
spok es m an for M ajor ity intere ts, th e y o u ng attorney
is no ivory tower f antast. Wid pre ad conta ts
throug hout Georgia gi ve him a rea son able chance of
making an impres sive showing.
His principal opponent will be the in c umbent
Lieutenant Governor Zell Miller, who Iike Dickson
will be running as a Democrat. Miller, a former
political science professor, was elected as a conser
vative populist, proclaiming in rural Georgia "Lester
Maddox is like a second father to me." Once in of
f ice, however, Miller emerged as the most liberal per
son ever to hold Georgia's second highest office.
Miller has endorsed the Equal Rights Amendment,
stated his support for reverse discrimination and sup
ported unionization of public employees. He was an
early supporter of Jimmy the Tooth's presidential bid
when most public figures in Georgia were coyly am
biguous about the Carter candidacy.
Miller is a staunch pro-minority bigot and the per
sonification of the political truckler. When criticized

for his support of quota hiring of blacks, Miller call
ed h is critic a "red neck" for oppos ing reverse
dis cri mination . Redneck, we need not be reminded, is
an ethnic pejorative for Anglo-Saxon farmers and by
using such a term Miller showed himself to be one of
those ethno-masochists who apply racial slurs to
their own kind, while reacting with moral indignation
to anyone using such terms for minority groups.
Dickson's ca ndidacy will be perhaps the first
serious and intelligent Majority-or iented politi ca l

Sam G. Dickson
effort in the United States in recent history. This
alone makes his ca mpaign of interest to informed
Majority members all over the nation . Georgia is the
southern center of communications and Atlanta is
the capital of liberal and minority influence in the
region. Dickson's activity will therefore influence
events far beyond Georgia and his campaign may
serve as a model for others around the country.
Instaurationists interested in lending a helping
hand - especially a financial helping hand - may
write the Dickson for Lieutenant Governor Commit
tee, Box 1183, Decatur, GA 30031. Dickson, by the
way, is the first political candidate ever to be
Continued on page 18
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THE BROCKWAY FILE
The following correspondence from a socialist official in the Falkland Islands; the one British colony that has
no blacks; to a desperate Briton who wants to settle there may be imaginary. But nothing presents a truer picture
of the mindless anti-white leveling ideology of the present British bureaucracy. The "Brockway File;; first ap
peared in Race and Nation, a publication of the Racial Preservation Society; 35 Hollingbury Road; Brighton,.
Sussex; England.
Whitehulme,
Falkland Islands,
Nr. South America
September 10th

Dear Mr. Whiteserf,
Thank you for your letter. I have placed
your application for settlement on this
island before the Socialist Housing Trust, of
which I am the Secretary, but I'm afraid I
cannot offer much hope of its success.
I note that you describe yourself as a
"typical British working man." Please don't
think me snobbish but I have to tell you that
ours is a rather exclusive development in
tended for Socialist mill ionaires and Marxist
entrepreneurs; bankers, property specula
tors and the I ike. I t is possible that you
would feel rather out of place here.
, also note that your letter had a some
what racialist tone. This is not the "last out
post of white civilisation" and I do not ac
cept your description of Britain today as "a
banana republic without bananas!" I think I
should tell you that I happen also to be the
Secretary of the Tierra Del Fuego Anti
Apartheid Movement.
Sincerely yours,
Imogen Brockway
Whitehulme,
Falkland Islands
Sept. 30th

Dear Mr. Whiteserf,
I am in receipt of your letter. I resent your
suggestion that any of our Socialist million
aires are "on the run from the law" or that
they left Britain "to get away from the
blacks." In fact, many of our millionaires
are titled people, some of whom received
their honours from Sir Harold Wilson
himself.
It is true that our population is entirely
white and our schools as well, but this is
merely because no black people have ever
lived here.
This, however, had no influence on our
decision to settle here since we all believe
that Britain's future lies in the mingling of
the races and are firm in our commitment to
the eternal Brotherhood of Man.
I regret to inform you that your applica
tion to settle here has been rejected by the
Board as they do not consider you to be the
right type.
Yours sincerely,
Imogen Brockway

*
Whitehulme
Falkland Islands
October 21 st

Dear Mr. Whiteserf,
I have received yet another of your whin
ing letters, my view of which is not improv

ed by the fact that I have been out all night
assisting our Socialist Peacekeeping Force
in repelling an attempted invasion of our
island by a boatload of white racist refugees
from London.
Just what is this nonsense about your wife
and daughter being afraid to go out at
night? Really Mr. Whiteserf, they must
forget all this Victorian nonsense and be
prepared to rough it in the Brave New
World as it is.
I see no point in your moving from Bir
mingham. It may be that as black people
take their proper place in society, white
racists in the United States may well move
out into new suburbs, but then they have
plenty of space to move into. If you move
out of Birmingham you will merely be colli
ding with white racists moving out of
Leicester or Wolverhampton. Better stay
where you are and take your medicine.
The fact that the Great Miscegenator, Mr.
Mark Bonham Carter, has a manor in the
heart of Sussex is quite irrelevant as is your
suggestion that it is many miles away from
the nearest coloured immigrant. It is true
that Mr. James Callaghan has a large estate
close to Mark and that Dennis Healey has a
large mansion not far away but I consider
your description of the area as a "Hypo
crites' funkhole" to be grossly insulting to
fine men whose dedication to the Great
British Melting Pot is beyond question. You
would do well to remember that these men
have positions to keep up. Mr. Callaghan
has important relatives in the Diplomatic
Service and Mr. Dennis Healey is an asso
ciate of International Bankers, al beit in a
mental capacity.
In answer to your question: no, Mr.
Whiteserf, the Board will not reconsider
your application for residence on this
island.
Yours,
Imogen Brockway

*

Whitehulme,
Falkland Islands
November 14th

Dear Sir,
Not again! I do not agree with you that
the new Commission for Racial Equality is
"a kind of sooty Ku Klux Klan;" that its
Chairman, Mr. David Lane, is a "swarthy
bugger;" or that, in his former role as Con
servative M.P. for Cambridge, he was "the
nearest thing to a statutory black that the
Tories could get elected."
I do not think that Mr. Clifton Robinson,
the Deputy Chairman and a fine West In
dian gentleman was trying to "raise the col-
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our" when he married the young white lady.
She is, after all, merely atoning for the past
wrongs inflicted on coloured people by
white racists like you and he is merely im
plementing the stated pol icy of the Com
mission by mingling with the races. For all I
know it may be a condition of employment.
I n fact it is my opinion that the Commis
sion for Racial Equality is the most am
bitious project of its kind since the Spanish
Inquisition though, apart from a little
Mohammedanism, a trifle of Hinduism and
a soup~on of voodoo, it has no rei igious
connotations. I am sure Mr. David Lane will
know how to deal with racist heretics like
you.
Unlike you, I am glad that this year's Tory
Conference had more black delegates than
Labour and Liberal put together. I only wish
that Mrs. Thatcher could have worn the
blue sari that she says suits her so much and
thereby demonstrated her contempt for
Tory racists.
Once again I must insist that your appli
cation for entry will not be entertained.
Ours is a Socialist Housing Trust and the
fact that we have no coloured residents is
due simply to lack of suitable housing.
Please don't bother to reply.
Yrs.
I mogen Brockway

*

Whitehulme,
Falkland Islands
December 7th

Sir,
This correspondence must cease. I am
not interested in your opinion of Mr. Merlyn
Rees as "the IRA's best friend since William
Whitelaw" nor do I see any connection bet
ween Mr. Rees's failure to suppress the IRA
and his determination to suppress the Na
tional Front. There is, furthermore, nothing
to be gained by calling Mr. Whitelaw "a
putty-faced Tory swine."
I do not believe that the presence on the
Commission for Racial Equality of Mr.
Bashir Maan, Mr. Pranlal Sheth, Mrs.
Anowara J ahan and Dr. Preetam Singh will
worsen race relations as you allege or that
they will be "lording it over the whites."
Yes, I have observed that Bashir Maan and
Pranlal
Sheth are part-time Deputy
Chairmen of the CRE and I do not know
what they do with the other part of their
time. Your suggestion that it may be used
for "smuggling illegal immigrants, drug ped
dling or brothel-keeping" is quite grotesque.
Continued on page 19

RACE AN D A TH LETICS
(PART II)
No Instauration article has produced as much feedback as "Race and
Disapprovers out
numbered approvers by at least ten to one. Since the correspondence is too
voluminous to put in the "Safety Valve," we decided to collect it all together and
run it as a second part of the original article.

A thletics, " which appeared in the January 1978 issue.

Instauration exaggerated the Influence of black racism
In sports It is hard, for example, to find any enterprise in
the world so completely dominated by whites as hockey,
both at the college and professional level I doubt if there
is a single black in any of the eighteen teams of the Na
tional Hockey League In the NHL and college hockey
games I have attended, even very recently, I can't recall
seeing one black among the spectators
The sports steadily Infiltrated by blacks are baseball,
footba II, basketball and box Ing. A II others have either no
blacks at all, or Just a token black, as in tennis and golf I
speak here only of professionals. It is only in the last few
years that soccer has moved into the consciousness of
sport lovers. It has few Negroes, even if its most
celebrated professional is, or was, Pele, a Brazilian black.
The games shown on public TV rarely include a black
pi ayer
Is there a connection between sports being taken over
by blacks and Jewish ownership? Certainly there are far
more franchises controlled by Jews than those mentioned
In the Instauration article
What IS the relationship between Jewish owners, blacks,
professional sports and gambling? Are pro sports fixed?
Not perhaps In the sense of "throwing" games as Chicago
threw the 1919 World Series But there are sue h things as
relaxed performances, point-shaving and many other ways
in which the outcome can be determined. How many pros
are on one or several kinds of dope? The tough and
outspoken Tom Duggan, for years host of a TV talk show
on Channel 13 in Los Angeles, ma Intained all pro sports
were fixed He had been run out of Chicago by the mob,
which controlled boxing at the Stadium, where he charged
fixed bouts were being put on as a matter of course I am
inclined to believe that two sports are definitely fix
ed- basketball and boxing. Much that IS funny also goes
on in pro football games.
Why are blacks clustered in just a few sports? When and
how often does even a passable black quarterback appear
in pro football? How many blacks are prominent in
anything but the short-distance running events of track?
When is the last time there was a black decathlon cham
pion or a marathon winner? How often is there an out
standing black catcher or third baseman?
Why have Jews disappeared so completely as par
tic ipants in sports and stead ily concentrated on control
and ownership? Fifty years ago there were still quite a few
Jewish pro boxers. Are there any today? There once were a
few excellent baseball players from Jewish ranks- Hank
Greenberg- of Detroit and Sandy Koufax of Los
Angeles- but no more. Has this any significance?
To what extent have sports been altered and adapted to

the presence of blacks? The basketball played today IS the
black version of the sport developed in ghetto schools and
playgrounds, a very rough and physical contact game
compared to the game devised by Naismith 85 years ago.
In the 1930s, the center jump was eliminated after every
point or points scored, basketball was still not a contact
sport, and any body contact detected by a referee
resulted in a foul. Today the pushing, shoving, holding,
elbowing and various forms of modified mayhem have
become an accepted part of the sport.
And how about platooning in football, which makes it
possible to use specialists for just a few minutes in an en
tire game? In oldtime football if you made the team, you
stayed out there all day, both in offense and defense. How
many of today's pros could do that? There was an AII
American team 50 or so years ago which had only ten
men. Bronko Nagurski of Minnesota made it in two posi
tions, fu II back and tack Ie
What about baseball? Now they play with gloves which
are modified washtubs compared to what players had in
the generation when no blacks were around Baseballs
are acting more and more like golf balls. When hit solidlv
they fairly leap out of the park and sail halfway out of
town. Night baseball and air travel have increased pres
sures on players and ended the more leisurely train rides
and days off between games. (How many fifteen-year-men
are in baseball today, and how many play that long in a
professional career?) There IS far more substitution now,
far more use of pinch hitters who never field, and pitchers
who never hold a bat.
As for playing conditions, football and baseball are in
creasingly being played on carpeted surfaces. Basketball
takes place In fabulous enclosures which far exceed con
cert halls In opulence, lighting and spectator comforts.
The difference in salaries might also be mentioned There
are now people in pro sports drawing down ten to twenty
times Babe Ruth's take-home pay The doubling of the na
tion's population in the last half-centruy should have
doubled the number of qualified performers, but that has
not happened One of the crying necessities in pro sports
today is enough good players to go around to staff the ex
panded number of teams. After a handful of outstanding
stars, the roster trails off very quickly to journeymen, and
in some cases there are little more than warm bodies to fill
out the necessary spaces.
I am not inclined to concede that blacks have a racial
advantage responsible for their "superiority" I don't care
how heavy their bones are or how bulging their gluteus
maximus They are not that good fven in modern basket
ball, the only game they really dominate, I think the best
players have been and are white The pro champs, the
Continu('r/ on P".!2(, 1<J
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Haley was wrong by 300 years, his critic by 200

THE ROOTS OF ROOTS
The first European explorers to reach the Gambia
river were the Portuguese. In 1455 Henry the
Navigator dispatched a Venetian sea captain by the
name of Cadamosto to find the river's outlet into the
Atlantic. That same year he also sent the Genoan
captain Antaniotto Usi di Mare with two ships on a
similar mission. The two decided to join forces, ac
complished their mission and sailed away after en
countering hostile natives.
In 1456 both captains returned with three ships.
This time finding no resistance they proceeded
eastward up the river, near the mouth of which they

Alex Haley, who recently received the ADL's lorch
of Liberty award for his bestseller, must be pro
nounced guilty of first-degree historical dilettantism
for writing that no white man appeared in his hero's
town of J uffu re prior to 1767. Mark Ottaway, the Bri
tish reporter, although he predates the white pre
sence by a century, also seems to be wide of the
mark White settlements existed in Gambia well
before 1661
The subject of early colonialization of Gambia
was thoroughly researched by Dr. E. Andersons, in his
volume, Seti Plivoja Kurzemes Karogi (1970), which

Old Courland map of Duke Jacobus Gambia Colony in 1651. Arrow indicates St. Andrew's Island. Directly above
it on the mainland is Guilfere, the site of present-day Juffure. Just east of Guilfere is San Domingo where Por
tuguese established the first Christian church (probably as early as 1458).

found an island shaped like a flatiron, where they
disembarked to bury a deceased sailor. The sailor
was called Andrew, and the island was given the
name of his patron saint. In later years hundreds of
Europeans, Portuguese, Dutch, French, Courlanders
and English found their resting place there.

deals primarily with the colonial ventures of a little
known country, the Duchy of Courland that existed
as an independent state from 1562 to 1795 in the ter
ritory later called Latvia. The colonial operations in
Gambia of this minor mercantile state are practically
unknown to the most widely read Americans.
10
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A backward glance at some long-range nuclear strategy
1

WHY
CHINA

AND HOW

GOT THE BOMB

On January 30,1933 a Certain Person took power in
Europe. The U.S., which had no diplomatic relations
with Communist Russia, was then visited in June 1933
by one Maxim Litvinov. Roosevelt had consented to
recognize the Soviet Union. The visit by Litvinov
would formalize things and get the show on the road.
The First World War, if it did nothing else, proved
that no European military combination would be
able to defeat Germany. It took U.S. power to tip the
scales. But in 1933 the U.S. did not recognize Russia
and a military alliance between these two powers
was the only means the liberal-minority coalition
could depend on for victory over Germany.
Therefore, there was a lively communication, not for
the first time, across the capitalist-communist fron
tier. We know that Napoleon's Continental System
was penetrated daily by enemies. So was, and is, the
I ron Curtain.
The mood in 1933 among the New Dealers was
desperate. Could the U.S. be armed in time? The
question of timing was paramount, for if France and
England went down in a fast blow, and the Germans
turned eastward, and Russia went down, the United
States would be paralyzed, repeat, paralyzed. Nazi
Germany would be in control of the resources and
manpower of all Europe- and allied with Japan!
Something was needed besides a tenuous Russo
American alliance.
Now we all have learned about the frantic interna
tional cooperation by physicist after physicist,
minority members nearly to a man, in the intense
search for a practicable nuclear weapon to use on
the Germans, a search inspired by the doubt that
America could be geared for World War II in time. If
such bombs cou Id be developed and produced, Ger
many could be destroyed even with France, England
and Russia prostrate. The feverish nature of the

research is evident to anyone who has studied the in
dividuals involved. Einstein was the key go-between
in delivering the data from the Kaiser Wilhelm In
stitute to the U.S. and the affair was considered so
crucial that only minority members were deemed
trustworthy to carry it out. The trio in charge was
Morgenthau, Lilienthal and Oppenheimer. In the
Soviet Union, Landau and a whole string of minority
scientists were receiving all the "secret" bomb plans.
Harry S. Truman stated that as vice president he
did not know of the existence of the Manhattan Pro
ject, the U.S. atomic bomb assembly line. If he, the
#2 man in Washington did not know of the project,
imagine what he knew about what was going on
earl ier in the 1930s- that is, from January 30, 1933
on.
What nobody knew, or even knows now, was that
the I iberal-m inority coal ition was setting up a second
nuclear bomb project for China. All that one can
deduce logically is that if France, England and Russia
collapsed and America finked out in one of its Con
gressional fits, the Chinese, preferably the Chinese
Communists, would have a nuclear weapon for use
on a Certain Person.
The source for this deduction is The China Cloud,
America's Tragic Blunder and China's Rise to Nuclear
Power by William L. Ryan and Sam Summerlin (Little,
Brown, 1968).
The top eighty Chinese nuclear physicists received
their training in America, primarily at the California
Institute of Technology, but also at M.1. T., Harvard,
Yale and the universities of Chicago, Michigan, Cali
fornia and Columbia. These eighty men are the ones
responsible for setting off the first Communist
Chinese hydrogen bomb on June 17, 1967, over the
Takla Mahan desert in Sinkiang. Tsien Hsue-shen, the
chief missileman in this successful test, received his
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The Dictionary As
Political Primer

Iy leave our readers with the puzzling
thought that, according to The New
American Webster Handy College Dic
tionary, all radicals are liberals. In
other words, there can be no such thing
as the radical right.

For those whose curiosity leads them
to search for the meaning of certain
political terms used extensively in the
U.S., a logical start is the dictionary.
The New American Webster Handy Col
lege Dictionary, published by Signet at
75¢, graces the desks of many college
students, as well as many other
categories of citizens, due no doubt to
Bantam Books has a proud new of
its nominal price and prestigious name.
A search in this book produced the fering, The Jewish Connection by M.
Hirsch Goldberg. It comes with the en
following definitions:
thusiastic endorsement of such promi
democracy: 1. government by the people
2. political and social equal ity in
nent Iiterary I ights as Sam Levenson
general, bel ief in this.
and Harry Golden. It is, as they say in
democrat: 1. a bel iever in democracy.
the trade, a significant book.
2. one who treats all others as his
Author Goldberg has many things to
equals.
tell us: the Star of David only became
republic: a nation whose government is
the emblem of the Jews in 1897, when
wholly elected, having no king.
it was adopted by a Zionist convention;
republican: 1 being, pert. to or favoring
Jews invented the Zeppel in; Jews in
a republic (adj). 2. one who favors
vented the telephone; Jews were the
republican government (noun).
original discoverers of petroleum.
Next, let us look at how the
He goes on and on, but we hope that
ideologies of our foreign friends are Messrs. Golden and Levenson will
defined.
forgive us if we cut off Mr. Goldberg
before he is given more space than he
communism: a social theory that the
deserves.

Mutual
Backscratching

common people should own all pro
perty and means of production.
socialism: ownership of exploitable
capital and means of production by
the government, not by individuals or
by private enterprise.
fascism: a strongly national istic regime
characterized by regimentation, rigid
censorship, and suppression of oppo
sition.

Someone who is unfamiliar with the
operational aspects of these terms and
who is a strict dictionarian might
reason that communism is not too dif
ferent from democracy, that socialism
is the opposite of communism, and
that fascism is the only kind of govern
ment that is repressive.
Three other interesting definitions
are:
conservative: 1. opposed to change
2. moderate, not extreme. 3. protec
ting from loss, waste, or injury.
liberal: 1. favoring progress and reform
in social institutions, and the fullest
practical liberty of individual action.
3. tolerant. 4. not strict. 5. bountiful,
generous.
radical: (noun/politics) an extreme liber
al in politics.

We could write pages about these
definitions, but we won't. They speak
eloquently for themselves. We will on-

The Eagle's Drooping
Pinions
Nothing is more risible than polls
that show Americans are shifting to the
right. A recent Gallup sampl ing repor
ted that 47% of those queried des
cribed themselves as "right of center,"
32% "left of center," 10% "middle of
the road." What does this division of
opinion really signify? Merely that the
political distance between the ruled
and the rulers is widening. Consequent
ly, the rulers in upcoming elections will
have to be more careful to see that the
ruled will have even less chance to
vote for a candidate that even remote
ly represents their wishes and interests.
Such polls also give standing notice to
minority leaders that they should re
double their efforts to take over the
right. That this campaign is on sche
du Ie is proved by the recent effusive
comments in the mass media about the
"intelligence" and "coherence" of neo
conservatives. Even Arthur Schles
inger, Jr., the well-known Unitarian, has
some good words to say about them.
Why not? Quite a few leaders of the
New Right were leaders of the Old left.
As Kevin Phillips writes, "Many promi
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nent neo-conservatives are Jewish,
prompting law professor Isador Silver
to contend in a recent article in The
Nation that neo-conservatism is' a reac
tion to one major trauma - the fear of
anti-Semitism.' "
The American eagle was quite a bird.
But when he dies, as happens to all
birds, both his right and his left wings
die with him.

Rehabilitating the
Red Man
Robert Conquest, the Britisher who
was one of the first to come out with
an irrefutable expose of Stalin's Great
Terror, has now turned his probing
mind to the intellectual terror rampant
in the West. In a recent column in the
London Daily Telegraph he reports that
the Nebraska Historical Society has
withdrawn from display a famous pain
ting by George Catlin, which depicted
a traditional Pawnee Indian ceremony.
Catlin had drawn the ceremony from
life. It began in the evening when amid
solemn religious chants a captive
maiden was bound to a wooden frame
work. At the first appearance of the
Morning Star, an Indian brave shot her
dead with an arrow. The painting, the
Society explained, had been taken
down at the request of local Indians.
Conquest also referr~d to a
memorial in Santa
New Mexico,
which celebrated an army regiment's
victory over "savage I ndians and
traitorous Indians." The "savage" has
now been gouged out of the stone.
What, asks Conquest, is to be done
about the Declaration of Indepen
dence, with its reference to the "mer
ciless Indian Savages, whose known
Rule of Warfare, is-an undistinguished
Destruction of all Ages, Sexes and Con
ditions"?

Being vs: Doing
Mother Alexandra is the abbess of
the Orthodox Monastery of the
Transfiguration in Ellwood City, Pa.
Like the salad days of Sts. Francis and
Augustine, her early life was not as
austerely celibate as her present posi
tion would suggest. The youngest
daughter of King Ferdinand and Queen
Marie of Romania, she married Arch
duke Anton of Austria and bore him
six children, which she saw through to
adulthood in a world not too sym

Rogues' Gallery

Fro m left to right: (7) L. I. Coga n, · G ulag con tru ction chie f, (2) S. C. Firin, deputy head of Gulag and ch ie f of the
Bielo m orstroy camp, (3) N. A. Frenk el, ch ief o f Bielomor cana l w orks, (4) M. D . Berm an, ch ief of the Gulag ection of the
Sovie t cret police, (5) Y. D. Rapo port, dep ut c ommander of Bielomorstroy. { Th e illu stra tion were ta ken tro m old ovieL
m agazine I mostly fro m Pro jecto r, NO. 1 .J

pathetic to royalty . Then she entered
an Ea tern Orthodox monastery In
France . She wi ll probably end her days
In Penll'sylvania, the state founded by
membe rs of a religious denomination
which is the polar opposite of her own
It IS a rare treat to hear authentic
vOices from an old, authentically dif
ferent culture. Here is Mother Alexan
dra' s answering the query, "What d oes
your monastic community dol"
" That's such an American question,"
she repli ed . "It's not what we do tha t'
important; it's what we are . In our
tradition, we emphaSize being m ore
than doing. It's what I am that makes
what I do worthwhile"

Propaganda Lag
Fascinating, extremely fascinating, is
the slow percolation of good or bad
Ideas upward or downward. As an ex
ample of the "bad down" category, we
point to the October 8, 1973, issue of
A wake!, the Jehova h' s Witnesses'
publication, which claims a circulation
of 10,125,000.
The issue was entirely devoted to
racial differences. On page 3 the thesis
was "Races are Strikingly Different."
For the next 24 pages the reader's mind
was blitzed, bewitched and befuddled
with the antithesis . The whole
magazine might have been written by
Franz Boas, who started promulgating
his equalitarian anthropology some 60
years ago at Columbia University.
It took more than half a century for
Boas' propaganda to cross the East
River and reach the main office of

ho ah's Wit ness es at 117 Adam St. ,
Broo klyn

Robert F Carroll, the first black vice
president of the City College of New
York, hds been ind icted for grand
larceny in connection with the disap
pearance of $86,1 72 . Carroll was a
leading advo ate of lavish federal sub
sidies for urban 0 11 ges with large
m ino rity tudent bod i . Th missin g
cash co u Id have provided a lot of
scholarships .
Leslie Fiedler, th e JeWish literatus
who once accused Shakespeare of be
ing a bigot, has a new theory . American
literature, he asserts, IS dominated by
the theme of a unisex relationship bet
ween white men and " men of color."
He cites Natty Bumppo and Chin ga
chook in Cooper's Leatherstocking
Tales, Ishmael and Queequeg in
Melville's Moby Dick and Huck and
Nigger Jim in Mark Twain's classic It
seems Fiedler, who likes to s e his
f am ily smok ing pot. wil I never be hap
py until he proves that America's
greatest literature is no more than
Freud ian corn salted With some Port
noyish porn .
Fred Silverman, the television
" genius" behind "Roots, " " Soap," and
"Me and the Chimp," will move over to
NBC this summer as preSident and
chief executive at a reported salary of
close to $1 million a year Edgar W.
Griffiths, the Majority president and
chief executive of RCA, NBC's parent
company, engineered the deal and was
exultant. For sending the American
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cui u ral gradient ot t on an other d e
di v , the ren egad ism of G riffiths is
more to be b lamed t han t h
ongeni tal
throwback is m of Silv rman .
A recent arn g ie Co mmiSSion study
states th at there are now 50 ,000 f u ll
time Jew is h professors in Amer i an
univer i t ies and coll e ges . Jew ,
moreover, repre nt 17% of the fa .ul
ty in the 17 leading univers iti
Tw enty-five per ce nt of them tach law;
22 % medi ine; 20 % bioch mi stry; bet
w ee n 1 5% and 20% psychology.
bacteriology and economi
14 %
physi c, chemistry and math
*
*
*
Last year President arter awarded
the National Medal F r Sci ence to fif
teen men, prefacing the eremony with
a short speech on the decl ine of
American sc ience Of th e medal win
ners six were Jews and six were MajOri
ty members, one of the latter being Ed
ward 0
Wilson, who re e iv d his
award not for his pioneerin g work on
sociobiology, but " for studi
of insect
societi es." The remainder were racially
unidentifiable

*

*

The Title VII program, which pours
federal money Into speCial educa
tional projects for blacks and other
minorities, has been gOing on In the
Champaign-Urbana, Illinoi s, area since
1973 The project has failed miserably
No matter how much money IS spent
and how much extra attention is lavish
ed on black students, they continue to
score well below whites in achieve·
ment tests and grades. Nevertheless .
the district IS now seek Ing $620,000
more from HEW to continue the pro
gram in 1978-79.

Trashing Mozart
Jean Raspail in The Camp of the
Saints has a character say of the music
of Mozart, "What was there in the
world more Western than Mozart?"
Probably no other music is so perfect,
so flawless. I n the orgy of perverting
the West's musical masterpieces, it was
only a question of time before the
culture vultures turned their attention
to Mozart.
Last December the Nevada Opera
Company put on a performance of
Mozart's The Magic Flute that, aCcor
ding to critic Jack Neal of the Nevada
State Journal, "found itself in an orbit
more closely attuned to the Star Wars
odyssey than to the Viennese fairytale
Mozart thought he wrote. Set and
lighting director David Agress created
a multimedia scaffolding set which
reached upward to the heavens,
bursting into a kind of golden
medall ion. The superstructure sup
ported five large screens on which pro
jections were flashed highlighting the
symbolism of music."
Who was behind this nonsense? To
quote Neal again, "In Reno, Nevada
impressario Ted Puffer has the kind of
clout that it takes to attempt the
outrageously avant-garde. For better or
worse, he used that clout to blast
Magic Flute into the Space Age."
Neal's commonsense review ir
ritated the critic of the Reno Evening
Gazette, Mark Oliva, who in a front
page, eight-column story, said that Puf
fer's revision was "the most important
and revolutionary new production idea
to come forth in more than a decade."
Gazette theater critic Neal Metal join
ed Oliva by calling Jack Neal's remarks
"unimaginative."
The
controversy
stimulated a national wire service
story, and the consequent publicity at
tracted large audiences for the second
performance.
"U Itimately," Jack Neal wrote,
"production failed because theatrical
exaggeration swamped the subtle
Mozart score with gadgetry. Gone was
the Magic Flute's raison d'~tre
Mozart's deep and abiding sense of
humanity. No one noticed the wonder
ful warmth of the music because they
were too involved ogl ing the busy-ness
of the show .... "
I n the good old days such
outrageous distortions were tradi
tionally blocked by the conscience and
inherited artistic taste of the pro
ducers, directors and composers. To

day,
unfortunately, few Majority
members are willing to defend that
most valuable legacy of Western
culture, the works of Mozart, whose
cultural and racial affinities were not
by a long shot those of the people who
are taking over his- and our- music.

National Referenda
If there is one thing professional
democrats cannot abide, it is the in
itiative or referendum. This is pure
24-carat democracy. It actually allows
the ord inary man in the street to cast
his vote directly on vitally important
issues.
Some 23 states permit the initiative
in one form or another, among them
California. Right now one initiative is
being prepared by a California group
to keep property taxes at 1 % of assess
ed value. Politicians are going wild in
their efforts to defeat it, and keep the
old cornucopia overbrimming.
I n Congress, Senators Abourezk and
Hatfield have introduced a bill pro
viding for a national initiative which
would have the power to make or an
nul laws in all areas of legislation ex

cept Congress's right to make war,
raise troops and propose constitutional
amendments. To get a referendum
underway, the major requirement
would be the gathering of signatures in
a period of 18 months of 3% of the
voters in the previous presidential elec
tions.
Once the signatures were validated,
the referendum would be held in the
next even-numbered year. If it passed
by a simple majority, Congress would
retain the right to amend or repeal the
law within three years by a two-thirds
vote and after two year by a simple ma
jority vote.
The congressional restrictions take a
great deal of the zing out of the sting.
But the greatest enemy of the referen
dum, the greatest enemy of any gen
uine attempt at genuine democracy in
this country, is, and will remain, the
judiciary- the same judiciary which
continually thwarts the popular will in
the matter of forced busing, affir
mative action, foreign aid, etc., etc.
Some years ago Californians trium
phantly supported a referendum
against open housing by a two-thirds
margin. Swiftly and efficiently, the
state Supreme Court knocked it down.

Canine Racism

A London black, David Rechas, recently complained to the Commission for
Racial Equality that a dog named Toby barked viciously at him and other
Negroes. Toby, however, never bothered white passersby. The dog's owner, a
white Londoner, admitted this was true. "He never bites them," he said. "We
didn't train him that way. It was only after a few weeks that we noticed his pre
judice. "
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Menahem in World
War II

eventually widen the IQ disoarities
that divide the lower from the profes
sional and academic classes says
nothing about blacks and whites.
As for Eysenck, many commentators
believe he is Jewish because he keeps
harping on the fact he left Hitler Ger
many at the age of 17. An interviewer
in Britain, however, has quoted
Eysenck directly as saying he is not
Jewish. During his recent visit to
Australia, where he was routinely
hooted off several speaker's platforms,
more news came out about his back
ground. Eysenck claimed he left Ger
many to escape joining the SS,
membership in which he said was re
quired at that time for entrance into
German universities. He then added
that his mother was clapped in a
French" concentration camp because
her second husband was Jewish, and
that his grandmother died in a concen
tration camp.
All this is rather contradictory and
confusing. No one was accepted in the
SS if he was Jewish. A mother in a
French concentration camp with a se
cond husband who was Jewish does
not mean that Eysenck himself is a Jew.
But what about that grandmother?
The question remains, Is He or Isn't
He?

The Assoc iated Press has reported
that in World War II the Nazis oc
cupied Brest Litovsk in Poland and kill
ed Begin's father, mother and sister,
throwing his father into a river with a
rock tied to his neck. Then the Russians
who replaced the Germans sent Begin
to a Siberian labor camp from which he
was freed "two years later." The press
report says he arrived in Palestine in
1942.
The chronology is somewhat confus
ing. The story seems to date the atro
city" in 1940, when there were no Nazi
troops in Brest Litovsk, which was in
Russian-occupied Poland and whose
greatest claim to fame is the treaty
signed there in 1918 by various
Bolshevik leaders- hardly any of them
authentic Russians - when they gave
away some of the most valuable parts
of the Russian Empire. The Nazis only
spent four days in the city (Sept. 18-22,
1939) at the very end of the Polish cam
paign. But since they were on the
wrong side of the Russian-German
demarcation line, Guderian's crack
troops hardly had time to evacuate
their own wounded and damaged tanks
to make way for the partition-happy
Russians. Could it be that a Commissar,
not a Gauleiter, committed the holo
caust of the Begins? After all, Russians,
apparently under the command of a
Soviet Gulagist named Blatt, did liqui
We bought On Further Examination:
date 15,400 Poles in Katyn and parts
Report of the Advisory Panel on the
north.
/I

II

Sitting on SAT

Scholastic Aptitude Test Score Decline

Is He or Isn't HeJ
Let all Doubting Thomases take
heed. There is such a thing as kosher
conservativism. I n fact, it seems to be
the dominant conservatism in the
world today- the model regime being
Menahem
Begin's government in
Israel.
But aside from Zionists, are there
kosher racists? Are there kosher advo
cates of racial differences, such as
Shockley and jensen?
Some wou Id convince LAS that there
are. The examples furnished are Hans J.
Eysenck and Richard Herrnstein. The
latter is obviously jewish, but he has
never stated anything about racial dif
fE:rences per se. His idee ma'ftresse that
intermarriage among intellectuals will

(College Entrance Examination Board,
N.Y., 1977) to see how the sharp and
continuing fall of SAT scores would be
explained. Since Willard Wirtz, a Ken
nedy liberal and former Secretary of
Labor, was chairman of the panel and
Harold Howe II, Ford Foundation
bigwig, was vice chairman, we had no
illusions. Objectivity was obviously go
ing to be in short supply.
In 1962-63 the study admitted that
only 1 %-2% of those who took SAT
tests were black. In that school year
the SAT-verbal score mean was 478,
the SAT-mathematical was 502. In
1972-73, when 8% of the test takers
were black, the SAT-verbal score mean
had fallen to 443, the SAT-math to 481
In 1976-77, when more blacks were tak
ing the test, the SAT-verbal score mean
was 429; the SAT-math 471.
Was race a prime factor in the
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decline? Mr. Wirtz, predictably, denies
it. The decline, his panel affirms, was
"not that more minority members now
take SAT, but that despite statutory
guarantees of equal opportunity the
society has not yet developed either
the educational means or the mores
that will bring children with different
racial roots to a parity of aptitude- as
the SAT and other test measure it- by
the time they reach the 12th grade."
The panel also found no racial
reasons for teachers giving their pupils
25% more A's, for the scourge of truan
cy (even 25% is not considered
unusual for some big city schools), for
students being promoted to the next
grade after failing all their examina
tions in their previous grades, for
homework being drastically reduced,
for textbooks being "written down,"
for the fact that, all in all, educational
standards through out the publ ic
school system have come crashing
down in the last ten years.
The substantially lower score mean
(445) of the females taking the SA T
math test, compared to the male score
mean (497), was blamed on "traditional
sex stereotyping."
Finally, it was acknowledged that
negative effects on education had
been found where there were large
scale disruptions due to forced busing.
But these disruptions, Mr. Wirtz and
company reassured us, were "of short
duration."

Strange Fru its
Preachers are a strange lot, and an
increasingly queer lot. Everyone has
heard about the pious pederasty of the
Reverend Billy J ames Hargis (after per
forming one marriage he propositioned
not one but both of the spouses). Now
we are being told about the lechery of
Garner Ted Armstrong, the radio-TV
evangelist and president of Am
bassador College. A recent publication
called The Ambassador Report, put out
by some of the college students, con
tained an article "In Bed With Garner
Ted - America's Playboy Preacher,"
presumably based on an interview with
a coed who was getting her lessons by
the pillow method.
Preachers in Germany have a dif
ferent claim to fame. Four of the most
notorious German terrorists- Ulrike
Meinhof, Gudrun Ennsl in, Joerg Lang
and Christine Kuby-were the off
spring of ministers.

The Racial Basis of Tyranny
European possessions in Africa have
demonstrably gravitated into mil itary,
Communist or other dictatorships. To
be free, as Uganda, Guinea, Ghana, In
dochina, Indonesia, Algeria, Egypt,
Libya and Angola claim to be, is to be
enslaved. To sever their connections
with European rule, as with Lebanon,
Syria, Cambod ia, Nigeria, Laos, Congo
or Palestine, is to invite massacre,
dispossess ion of the i nd igenou s
peoples or continuous war. The close
association between Nordicism and in
dividual liberty makes it certain that
China could never be remade into a
democratic society. The Chinese have
bowed their heads to despotic regimes
for ages. When the dictator Chiang is
deposed, the dictator Mao will replace
him. If U.S. support is withdrawn from
an autocratic regime in South Vietnam,
we may be sure that the successor
government will be another tyranny.
Those Majority members, and there
are many, who have long bel ieved Jews
to be fundamentally Communists have
been under an ethnic delusion for
many years. Still another set of Major
ity worriers see the Jews as primarily
addicted to capitalism. The views are
obviously not reconcilable and the
truth is entirely different from both
concepts. The Jews are not, as Toynbee
said, the remnants of a fossil civiliza
tion. No ethnic strain is more up-to
date, more current and tuned-in to the
daily Zeitgeist, and the Jews in Israel
can be seen to be neither Communist
nor capital ist. They rad iate, indeed, an
aura of democracy in the Middle East
and for a very real and timely purpose:
The Jewish goal throughout the ages
has been ethnic Elitism, first, last, all
the time. The historic Jewish mission is
not democracy. No Magna Charta, no
Bill of Rights, no Nordic-style Constitu
tion, no Virginia Declaration was ever
issued by the Jews over the millennia,
only authoritarian, absolutist law, not
arrived at by the ballot box. The
historic Jewish state was a theological
despotism. Democracy, capitalism,
Communism, Fabian Socialism, Marx
ism, Freudianism or whatnot are re
garded by the Jews as tools to be used
in the achievement of ethnic Elitism. If
racial survival and advancement can
be attained on Monday through
capital ism, capital ism will be the
Jewish party line. If, on a Tuesday,
Communism seems to be the tool,
Communism it will be. If on Wednes
day Fabian Social ism appears to be a
handy implement in a particular place
of endeavor, that "ism" will be

continued from page 5

employed. If on Thursday to acquire
American financial and military sup
port it is necessary to arrange a U.S.
style "popular rule" nation in the Mid
dle East, the Jews will come forward
with it, even if it is necessary to expel a
million Arabs frOITl Palestine to do it. If
on Friday imperial ism looks Iike a pro
mising device, imperialism will be us
ed. I f, on the sixth day, the Jews
somehow temporarily arrive at a
steady-state condition, they revert
naturally to the pol itical institution
that they have conducted undeviating
ly since the dawn of human his
tory- ethnocracy, which is never what
Americans call democracy.
A fundamental misunderstanding
underlying the racial overtones of
autocracy by decision-making person
nel of the American government con
tinues. A Ithough the introduction of
political democracy and independence
to eac h former European possess ion in
Africa has necessarily resulted in a
despotism in each, the pressure on
Rhodesia and South Africa continues
lunatically to a point where two
authentically democratic Nordic
peoples are urged to subject them
selves to something far transcend ing
ordinary governmental tyranny. We are
referring to black savagery. No "ma
jority rule" in countries where Negroes
outnumber Nordics can ever result in
"majority ru Ie." Only in the brutal
domination by a semi-idiotic political
minority- as in Haiti. Each such coun
try without exception will revert by
racial imperative to despotism.
The insensate, ignorant and tragic in
sistence on pol itical precepts pecu liar
only to one specific race by American
politicians, most of them drawn from
the ranks of unsuccessful lawyers,
without even a basic knowledge of the
history and psychology of the non
Nord ic races has since 1917 assisted
vitally in the take-over of half the
planet by the most efficient brand of
modern tyranny- Communism. The
racial and genetic origins of absolutist
rule, and thereby Communism, are fix
ed and immutable by natural law. No
State Department can change them.
Yet each successive U.S. administra
tion, composed of or goaded by an
adroit coal ition of Iiberals and minori
ty racists, continues to blind the coun
try and the world as to the biological
real ities of modern pol itics.
Because of the controversial nature of
the above article, the author was asked to
elucidate some of his principal thoughts.
The following is his reply:
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Eastern Germany is not a Nordic land
and has not been so for many centuries.
Its original inhabitants. the Borussians,
were Slavs (Alpines). The Alpine race
mixture in eastern Germany actually ex
tends west of Berlin. Nazi claims to the
contrary, the German nation is pre
dominantly Alpine, not Nordic, and
the German population that can be an
thropologically identified as Nordic is
found mostly in the northwest adjacent
to Holland and Denmark, both Nordic
countries. Nordics represent a minority
in the German population. The only en
during autonomic democratic political
structure ever developed in Germany
was the Hanseatic League and this
sprang up in the authentically Nordic
areas of the extreme north, Hamburg,
Hadeln, Ditmarsh, Lubeck, mostly the
maritime towns. Lubeck was the prin
cipal member and was the meeting place
of the elected deputies who governed
the League.
Germans, for purposes of national uni
ty and pride, will go as far as to admit
that the "Teutonic" (a philological term)
race has absorbed Alpine elements. They
would use a series of shifty and decep
tive terms, the favorite being" Aryan,"
which is also meaningless except as the
identification of a very general ized
linguistic group. Another term was
"Dinaric," which, although it specifies
an authentic anthropological mixture
between two Caucasoid races, does not
identify a distinct race.
Among the Germans this sort of ethnic
study became somewhat esoteric and
understandably was soft-pedaled by the
1933-45 German government. Prior to
that period the Kaiser's regime
deliberately employed the same vague,
unscientific and misleading nomen
clature and attitudes. What was as
humorous as it was redundant was the
discovery in the 1800s that the German
aristocracy in many parts of Germany
was Nordic in racial type, while the mid
dle class and proles were mixtures of
Nordic and Alpine. This situation, which
also existed in other parts of Europe, was
caused, of course, by Nordic conquests
of Alpines. The Nordic aristocracy, in
marrying others of equal rank, did so for
class reasons. Since class paralleled
race, they unconsciously preserved their
own ethnic type. Meanwhile, the Nordic
bourgeois and proles mixed, ultimately
over the centuries, with the conquered
population and produced modern
hybrids.
Many people are puzzled by Alpines
and Nordics, which they do not identify
as races. Obviously one of their senses,
visions, is not functioning. All one need
do is to compare Charles Lindbergh and
Hubert Humphrey or Prince Philip and
Khrushchev.
The German ideologists, in the in
terests of national unity, suppressed
scientific information on their true

ethnic makeup. The lineup of the leading
3,000,000. but neither the Nazis nor the
I n North America and Western Europe
Nazis who preached the racial purity of
Communists would ever be able to do it
the Nordic race is presented with a prob
the Germans was ludicrous. Hitler, Goer
from within. And probably in the course
lem that seems to be insoluble, for there
ing, Goebbels, Hess, Kaltenbrunner,
of time Alpine Russia, with endless man
has grown up a population accepted by
Eichmann, Himmler, Ley, Frick, etc. were
power resources, could force a Com
Nordics as Nordics. However, they are
all Nordic-Alpine hybrids. Streicher, the
munist tyranny on Sweden by dint of
not Nordics in spite of a quasi-Nordic ap
leading anti-Jewish agitator, had the
superior military manpower, but the
pearance. The Turk can readily be iden
physiognomy of a Turk.
Kremlin could never do it by internal
tified as an Alpine, as can also the
Switzerland originally was Burgundian
subversion or persuasion.
Bulgarian, Croat, Slovene, etc But how
Close scrutiny of the political history
territory and the Swiss in the early Mid
does one classify the blond, round
of the Alpine race, and of the mixed
dle Ages were a Nordic people. How
headed Frenchman, I rishman and
Nordic-Alpine peoples, reveals that they
ever, in mixtures between Nordics and
Iowan?
are extremely submissive to authority
Alpines, brachycephaly or roundhead
The ethnic basis of despotic, cruel or
Rurik, who could not exert a despotic
edness, an Alpine trait, is a prepotent
oppressive governments has been ob
authority among his own Vikings, was in
gene. The Burgundians in the course of
vious to the observer for all of recorded
vited to do so in Russia. As for the
many centuries mixed with an auto
history Try to imagine Attila, Genghis,
Med iterranean race, it follows the same
chthonous Alpine population in the Cen
Kublai Khan, Napoleon, Stalin or Hitler
tral European mountain ranges. Even
pattern as the Alpine, with an extra help
being concerned about a voting elec
tually the result was- Herbert Hoover!
torate. The Nordic, Nelson, who was
ing of religious absolutism In the case of
the mixed Mediterranean-Alpine-Nordic
Another Swiss anthropological type was
probably the greatest sea fighter of them
peoples such as the Irish, there is a vis
all, was a personally declared enemy of
Eddie Rickenbacker. Now both of these
all tyranny "You do not ever deal with
Americans are exemplary, outstanding
ible schizophrenia in which they bow
tyrants," he remarked. "You simply go at
men, but in the true ethnic sense neither
down to religious authority, but are ex
is a Nordic. J Edgar Hoover was another
ceedingly rebellious politically Certain
them and wipe them out."
Irishmen in Philadelphia could be
Alpine type- compare his physical type
Most non-Nordics, and we can add to
observed to be in a perpetual, feverish
with Gary Cooper Warren G. Harding
them the untutored, unimaginative, or ig
state of hostil ity toward almost any
norant American politicians, have never
(Herbert Hoover's ancestral name was
authority, absolutely without fear, but
realized the extent to which the British
Huber; Harding's ancestral name was
would blanch with terror when the parish
Empire brought a free society to large
Hortung) was also a brachycephalic
priest stopped at their house for the
areas of the earth. Just as power is com
Nordic-Alpine type. Nevertheless, there
"block collection." "Sure, father, yes,
monly mistaken for strength, which it is
is enough Nordic in the Swiss to keep
father, right away, father, I'll do it,
not, so independence is mistaken for
their religion Protestant and their govern
father." If the leading Communist in
freedom, which it is not. No one has ever
ment republican.
Spain would permit himself to be con
counted the number of dead from tyran
Austria's population is predominantly
verted by the leading Cardinal, and was
ny since the U.S. State Department,
Alpine, not Nordic, although in some
backed up in this by a converted K rem
backed by the Treasury Department,
areas, notably the Tyrol, the population
lin, somewhat like Clovis in France, the
talked the British out of their empire
has a large Nordic component. Left to
Communists could take Spain tomorrow
beginning in 1945. No one has tallied the
their own devices, Austrians remain
II Adore what thou has burned, and burn
victims of tyranny since the U.S govern
Catholic and like it. If it is a democracy
what thou has adored."
ment refused to support the British
today, it is not Austria's fault. The
Biologically, the greatest manace to
against the Bolsheviks in 1917 If the
system was imposed from the outside. If
the Nordic race is not the Negro, the
definition of intplligence is the ability to
the Bonn Federal Republic in West Ger
Semite, the Mongol, the Malay, the
learn from experience, one's own or
many is democratic, it is likewise not to
American Indian or the Mediterranean.
another's, the IQ level of a long succes
blame. Germany was overrun by the
The greatest danger to its existence is the
sion of U.S administrations must be ex
American and British armies. When they
Alpine race. Not the Alpine race advanc
tremely low Recently, it has become
pulled out, the government will revert to
ing sword in hand, but with a marriage
abysmally low, for, far from pursumg a
type either by internal forces or with the
license. Of the Northern European coun
policy that merely results in the removal
aid of the Union of Socialist Soviet
tries, only Britain and Scandinavia, cut
of free institutions from one country
Republics.
off by water, escaped general brachy
after another, Washington is now mov
What is interesting is the ease by
cephalization or Alpinization. Mean
Ing into a danse macabre in southern
which Communists can subvert a non
while, a majority of the Mediterranean
Africa of a singularly gruesome nature,
Nordic country from within. It was possi
race, by intermarriage with Alpines, may
as horrible in its potential ities there as it
ble for Germany under Hitler to invade
also disappear as a distinct physical type
will be later when there will be a rerun in
Norway and impose a despotism on
in time.
the American metropol itan areas.
it-we have here 80,000,000 against

Curious Aspects of the Bakke Case cont~nued from page 6

It is true that some of the prime
case, are deep and not to be minimized.
Organizations that have long been
But neither should they be permitted to
movers of the civil rights movement,
allied in the fight for civil rights, in
obscure the shared goals that still unite
cluding the undersigned, find them
the American Jewish Committee,
and bind us together.
selves on opposite sides of the case. It
American Jewish Congress and Anti
has been suggested in many quarters
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, are
that the differences among us are
The statement was issued under the behind Bakke. Why? Well, for one
evidence of an irreversible rift that
reason Jews are very conspicuous in
auspices of Marvin Caplin, staff direc
foreshadows the end of the coalition
tor; Arnold Aronson, secretary; and the medical profession and many of its
that helped bring about the civil rights
Joseph Rauh, Jr.; counsel. The aged satell ite businesses. I f quotas are to be
laws and advances of the past two de
Uncle Toms, A. Phillip Randolph and continued, they may lose a predomi
cades. We reject all such predictions.
nant influence in one of the nation's
Our differences on the merits, as well as
Roy Wilkins, also appended their sig
on the ultimate impact of the Bakke
fastest-growing industries.
natures.
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In their Bakke brief, would it be
possible that Jewish organizations
deplore the imposition of racial quotas
in medical schools not because of con
stitutional principles, but because
quotas would inevitably lead to black
doctors trea ting bl ac k patients,
Chicano doctors treating Chicano pa
tients, and so on. This might be ex
tremely embarrassing financially since
Jewish medicos have a quasi-monopoly
on treating blacks and other poor
minorities in the big inner-city clinics.
There is next to nothing in the way of
satisfactory controls over Medicare
and Medicaid payouts to doctors, who
frequently make a half-million dollars
a year in such fees Then there are the
doctors' profitable tie-ins to drug
stores, laboratories and medical supply
houses.
On the other side of the Bakke case,
defending the already firmly esta
blished racial quota system in medical
school admissions, are the Americans
for Democratic Action, NAACP, Na
tional Education Association, Urban
League, ACLU and the United Auto
mobile Workers.
It is mteresting in view of all this

The Man to Boost

from page 7

endorsed unreservedly by Instauration,
an endorsement based on firsthand
knowledge of his ideas, his intelligence
and his character. We are advised that
the names of contributors of $100 or
less do not have to be reported.
Dickson Promises a Fighting Campaign
The following are excerpts from Sam
Dickson's formal announcement of his
candidacy.
On Thursday, March 2, 1978 at 10:30
A.M. I announced my candidacy for
Lieutenant Governor of Georgia at the
statue of Senator Thomas E Watson in
front of the State Capitol Building.
I can no longer remain a silent
bystander as our race, state and nation
continue their slide to ruin. The incum
bent Lieutenant Governor Zell Miller
personifies all that is rotten in the
pol itical affairs of today.
We can no longer close our eyes and
pretend not to see what is actually hap
pening. It should be apparent to every
one by now that the organized antiwhite
minorities are waging an all-out assault
on the white race and its civilization.
Here in Georgia we are confronted
with a solid black bloc vote for can
didates such as Maynard Jackson, Julian
Bond, Zell Miller and others. This racial
bloc is praised by the liberal news media
and wooed by the politicians. We whites,
on the other hand, are condemned if we

legal turnabout to go back to one of
the Supreme Court's decisions that ef
fectively established racial quotas for
school admission-Swann vs. Mecklen
burg (1971). The Court, in a decision
written by Chief Justice Burger, agreed
unanimously: "The District Court
cou Id properly take affirmative action
in the form of remedial altering of at
tendance zones." What was affirmed
was the Charlotte (North Carolina)
Federal District Court's order to
modify attendance zones, IIS0 that the
percentage of Negroes would range
from about 9% to about 33% in each
junior high schoo!." That, in plain
language, is a quota system, and it sets
a precedent. It will be fascinating to
see how the Supreme Court is going to
get around it.
Another curious aspect of the Bakke
case is the appearance of lawvers on

the anti-quota side who successfully
advocated the imposition of racial
quotas for school admission in Swann.
These include James M. Nablut III, the
ever present Uncle Tom front man,
supported by Norman J. Chachken and
Jack Greenberg, Adam Stein, the local
(Charlotte) legal beagle, and Anthony
Amsterdam, who once thought quotas
were so important he came all the way
to Charlotte from Stanford University,
where he teaches law when he isn't
meddling in civil rights matters.
Jewish advocacy of school admis
sion quotas in North Carolina junior
high schools, while contesting the
same legal principle in California
medical schools, might be considered
inconsistent if not hypocritical. But
perhaps it fits into a "higher plan" that
is invisible to the Majority lower
orders.

Lnvv WPM, the mask at Love, and, laughing sober fact to scorn,
to Wedkest a~ to Strange:.!, 'Ye are equal." ('qual-born '

erlP,

[qual-born t 0 Vh, If vander hill b(' Ipvel With th(' flat
Chdrm m, Orator, till thp LIOn look no larger than the Cat,

r III the Clt thro thdl Illirage of overheated language loom
Larger thall the Lion, - Delllo, end In working Its own doom
Tennyson

vote for candidates representing our in
terests.
How many times have you and I and
our friends said to ourselves: "Why must
we always face the same old, repulsive
candidacies of the same old sell-out ar
tists- people who have learned how to
make a living through the betrayal of
their- and our- heritage?"
Far from being the coy bumpkin that
he is portrayed by the subversive
elements behind him, Zell Miller repre
sents the most insidious possible
pol itical puppet, a demogogue of the
most pervasive nature an alien
creature among us.
Throughout the South as well as the
nation each election finds Zell Millers
everywhere parading proudly their
betrayals of their race and their assaults
on all that is decent and good yet left us
by the legacy of Washington, Jefferson
and Lee.
The following are a few of the many
unpleasant facts about Zell Miller:
1. Zell Miller has proposed a so-called
state "Equal Opportunity Commission."
Everyone knows that such agencies only
promote discrimination against better
qualified white workers in favor of
blacks and harass white businessmen.
2. Miller has endorsed legislation to re
quire a specified percentage of state
contracts to be awarded to black firms,
even if these firms are unable to com
pete equally with white firms.
3. Miller has raised money for black
only voter registration drives. He has
never raised money for white-only voter
registration drives.
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4. Zell Miller has endorsed quota hir
ing and reverse discrimination, which
would give jobs to blacks at the expense
of better-qualified whites.
5. Miller has endorsed the Equal
Rights Amendment. This amendment
would do nothing to achieve equal pay
for equal work, but would only help the
women's libbers, homosexuals and les
bians at the expense of the traditional
values and protections currently enjoyed
by the women of Georgia.
6. Miller has called publicly for the ap
proval of the Panama Canal treaties.
I guarantee that by the end of my cam
paign the truly important questions will
have been raised; that subjects rendered
"taboo" by the Zell Millers everywhere
will once again be discussible.
Our victory will be that we will force
politicians to face the real questions that
affect us and will affect our children.
This alone would make my campaign
worthwhile. The defeat of the renegade
Miller, however, would be a stunning vic
tory for Georgians and will deal the
liberal-minority power structure a reeling
blow. With your help- both personal
and financia 1-- we can win this fight for
ourselves and our posterity. I invite you
to join in this campaign and make
history in Georgia.

At last report the Dickson campaign
was going well, except for the almost
total media blackout which can only
be countered effectively by expensive
TV spots.

Brockway File
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I am sure that they are respectable dark
people.
There most certainly are white people on
the CRE: Mr. Tom Jackson for one. He is
that rather nice postman person, with the
funny moustache and the dazed expression,
who employs Mr. Peter Hain as a research
worker for his union.
I do not regard your offer to join the
labour Party as a sincere one. They would
not have you, in any case, since they have
only recently confirmed their commitment
to International Socialism and their deter
mination to destroy British racist na
tionalism, which I'm sure you represent. In
any event, mere membership in the party
will not gain you entry to this island.
Yrs.
I mogen Brockway

Whitehulme,

Falkland Islands
Jan.1st
DearWhiteserf,
I regard your refusal to acknowledge Mr.
Tom Jackson as "a real white man" with
complete indifference and I do not care if
his union prevented you sending a letter to
your brother in South Africa. You should be
ashamed to have a brother living there.
As for your offensive remarks about Mr.
Peter Hain, words fail me! How dare you
say such things about a young man who fled
racist S. Africa to pursue his missionary
work in Britain. I believe he did the British a
favour by refusing to allow them to be ex
posed to the corrupting influence of S.
African rugby, cricket and croquet teams
and his recent success in preventing S.
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African participation in the Scarborough
Tiddleywinks Festival is much admired by
all Socialists on this island.
I think it is extremely fortunate that Mr.
Tom Jackson and Mark Bonham Carter are
Governors of the BBC and are therefore
able to prevent opinions like yours from be
ingaired.
Much as I admire Mr. Jomo Kenyatta's
work with Mau Mau, I believe he was wrong
to state that Asians were "trying to set up an
Indian Empire in East Africa" and your
assertion that, "having been kicked out of
Africa, they are now trying to do the same
thing in Britain" merely convinces me that
you are in need of the kind of Socialist Re
education that worked so well in the Soviet
Union.
That is precisely what you will get if you
persist in this correspondence and force me
to report you to Mr. David lane.
Yrs.
Imogen Brockway

dustry despite being a Bachelor of Science.
Rather than express rac ist bitterness
towards the Commission for Racial Equali
ty, he might have done better to have ingra
tiated himself with a coloured employee of
the company so that he might be recom
mended for a place on the waiting list.
I shall not stoop to comment on your
hysterical abuse of the Commission for
Racial Equality, all British politicians, and
our own Socialist Housing Trust.
It is quite clear to me that you are an in
corrigible racist who, because you are in
capable of acknowledging the white man's
debt to the Third World, will never become
a true World Citizen.
I am therefore forwarding this cor
respondence to Mr. David lane, together
with our Board's recommendation that you
be prosecuted to the limit of the law.
Yrs.
Imogen Brockway

Whitehulme,

Falkland Islands

Falkland Islands

Dear17426 Whiteserf,
May10th
I was delighted to receive your letter and
extremely gratified to note that your new
address is the Heretics Wing of Brixton
Scrubs Prison.
At least you have the consolation of
knowing that you are living in the last all
white area in Britain where, I am sure, you
will have a wonderful time swapping coarse
racist jokes with your fellow heretics.
No, I will not intercede on your behalf!
This correspondence is now closed!
Yrs.
Imogen Brockway

Whitehulme,

Feb.1 st
Dear Whiteserf,
I have had enough. I do not think that be
ing passed over for promotion after 30 years
of service justifies your allegation that the
Commission for Racial Equality intimidated
your employers into appointing a black as
supervisor. The fact that he had only one
month's service is irrelevant since many
black people are absolutely brilliant.
I have no doubt that your son was disap
pointed at not being able to obtain a
labourer'S position with a nationalised in
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Portland Trailblazers, are just another team
without Bill Walton. The real guts of the
Boston Celtics were the white Dave Cowens
and the white John Havilicek. los Angeles
sank or swam depending on whether Jerry
West, white, played. West and Havilicek, in
cidentally, are the best all-around players I
have ever seen. They could do anything and
everything. They were not just big Afro
freaks who stood around and dumped the
ball in the bastket- and who could barely
dribble the ball six feet without bouncing it
out of bounds off their own feet. Denver,
without Dan Issei and Bobby Jones, both
white, is pathetic. The top scorer in pro
basketball is Pete Maravich of New
Orleans, white. Afro players with the all
around class of Rick Barry and Bill Bradley,
whites, are not too numerous.
The sports picture that has developed in
the last twenty years is freakish, and more a
product of politics than anything else. The
pro-minority tilt of our social order is the
best explanation for the meteoric rise of
blacks. A crooked political setup kept going
by the votes of mobilized minorities is struc
tured for the benefit and welfare of these
minorities. When the big, dull, boobish Ma
jority member finally wakes up to what is

taking place that racket will end pretty
quickly. But right now he is too fat, too
secure and too prosperous. It will take some
very hard times to rouse him out of his
stupor. Anyone who expects the Majority to
do anything without being whipped by
adversity is really a dreamer. There simply
are not enough desperate and hungry peo
ple with nothing to lose to organize the
desperate counterattack that will be need
ed. The flabby white spectators paying their
$40 or $50 an afternoon to take their wife
and kids to the pro football game to watch
the paleoliths in action are an all-important
symptom of the whole business.
801
Having read the article "Race and Athle
tics" I am prompted to say the white race is
second to none in its vast array of athletic
talents. To allege the athletic superiority of
other races is preposterous.
The sickness w'hich afflicts sports in this
country is a strain of the same disease
which has decimated our society at every
level. Uncontrolled materialism has broken
out in epidemic proportions. Youngsters are
instilled with the same ethics which
motivate professional football players.

Unfortunately, with the advent of school
integration, which destroyed the sense of
community, the recreational aspect of sport
died for millions of student athletes. Much
of the fun of high school athletics was
SOCializing with friends after practice. No
such camaraderie exists today.
Who can fault the athletically gifted
white youngster who declines to go out for
his high school team? He obviously does
not want to play for a team where he is in a
distinct racial minority.
The Negro youth sees sports as a way to
social and financial success. The fact that
fewer than one in ten thousand will make a
decent living as an athlete does not seem to
deter him, Athletics certainly come more
naturally to the Negro than academics.
The Negro takes his sports seriously. It is
one of the things he can do with some
degree of competence, It is a common sight
to see Negro children playing basketball for
hours and hours at any time of the year.
Football and basketball are not only the
trad itional favorites of high school
athletiCS, but they are perhaps two of the
very few sports the Negro is physically
designed for. Also, the Negro matures at an
earlier age than his white classmate, giving

Continued On Next Page
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him a distinct advantage at the high school
level.
The better Negro football and basketball
players go on to the college ranks and the
best of the college players go to the pros.
The nation, which suffers an acute televi
sion fixation, witnesses thousands of black
bodies prancing up and down football fields
and basketball courts each year. The
minority-obeisant media take the cue and
stipulate that blacks have superior athletic
gifts.
The white can run with the Negro at any
distance. However, the only race a Negro
could win in swimming would be a race to
the bottom. The white is fast on both land
and water.
We are constantly reminded of the great
jumping ability of Negroes. It certainly
seems that they are well suited for bouncing
like bunnies on the basketball court and
certainly no argument shall be made about
their ability to jump bail. However, high
jumping has largely been the province of
the white man, who can hurl himself over a
bar more than seven feet high.
Despite much talk about Negro muscles
and strength, whites dominate weight
lifting. In other sports where strength is
crucial- in track and field, shotput, discus,
hammer throw and javelin-the record
holders are almost all white.
If Negroes are so fast, so strong and so
limber, one would think they would have no
competition in the decathlon. If Negroes
are so limber, one would think that they
would make excellent gymnasts or great
wrestlers.
Negro contributions to the Olympic
Games have been much exaggerated. Only
a tiny fraction of the medals have been won
by blacks. America has earned a great many
of her medals in events which are totally
void of black participation.
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"Race and Athletics" treats an important
topic, but the author has missed the point
entirely. I agree that athletics should be
segregated, just as all our institutions
should be, but certainly not for the reason
that the author suggests- that blacks are
generally superior in athletics to whites and
therefore whites can't compete. The ever
growing number of blacks in football does
not mean that they are better players than
whites anymore than the dominance of
Jews in television means that they are more
creative than non-Jews. Nor does the fact
that our armed forces are becoming blacker
signify that blacks are better soldiers than
whites, or that our armed forces are now
better than when they were segregated.
The author begins by recalling how an all
white Alabama team defeated Nebraska, a
team with several black players, 34 to 7 in
the 1967 Sugar Bowl. From this point he
jumps to the erroneous conclusion that
Southeast Conference teams have since
been losing to Big Eight teams because the
latter recruit most of the black athletes pro
duced in the South. The exact opposite is
the case! It is since they themselves have in

tegrated that Southeast Conference teams
have lost their winning edge against good
intersectional opponents. These days,
thanks to Carter-type southerners (scala
wags). one is apt to find ,more blacks on
southern teams than northern teams.
The fact is that probably 90% of the
blacks now playing are not academically
qualified to be in college. Thus, favoritism
not merit, has brought them to college in
the first place, and the same favoritism
often insures that they will play in the place
of white players who are better athletes.
These facts should not be surprising to
anyone who is aware of what has been go
ing on in our country for the past several
years.
Any real football fan knows that, con
trary to the drivel we are given by sports
casters and Negrophile coaches, the quali
ty of football, both professional and col
legiate, has gone down steadily over the
past twenty years, in direct proportion to
the influx of blacks into the game.
741
It may be that blacks are superior in some
areas of athletics, but I would not agree
that they have overall superiority or
dominance. In the Rome Olympics both the
100 and 200 meter dashes were won by
whites. In the Munich Olympics eight out of
ten of the individual foot races on the flat
were won by whites, five of them blonds.
Perhaps the most popular sport in the world
is soccer, which has many black players.
The current world champion, however, is
West Germany. I n the Munich Olympics an
all-white Russian team defeated a black
American team in the basketball finals. In
boxing, Russian teams have defeated pre
dominantly black U.S. teams in all nine
meets. To my knowledge no black has ever
won a gold medal in Olympic wrestling,
which in the ancient Olympic games was
considered the highest criterion of athletic
performance.
Canadian subscriber
Reading "Race and Athletics" I found the
author's wishful longing for the competitive
nature of the ancient Olympics a bit sim
plistiC. Before we can renew such games,
our race must first win the war our enemies
are waging and winning in the streets.
Athletics has to be encouraged now, not for
self-improvement or social reasons, but to
provide the ability to fight back and scatter
our oppressors. Golf and tennis will not
prepare us to absorb our enemies' blows. To
survive we must take up boxing, weight
lifting, wrestling, gymnastics, karate and
target shooting. Physical ability and self
confidence breed courage and willpower.
Athletics must prepare us to defend and
assert our racial birthright.
972
Early in the present season, Los Angeles
basketball star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar threw
a sneak punch at Milwaukee's Kent Benson,
sending him to the hospital. Another Laker,
Adrian Dantley, rushed into the Milwaukee
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dressing room after a game to throw a
punch at Dave Meyers. Finally, Kermit
Washington, then playing with the Lakers,
threw a brutal sneak punch at Rudy Tom
janovich of Houston, sidelining the Houston
star for the rest of this year, and raising
doubts about whether he would ever play
again.
Benson, Meyers and Tomjanovich are
white; Abdul-Jabbar, Dantley and Washing
ton are black. Abdul-J abbar was given only
a five-game suspension and a $5,000 fine.
Dantley was suspended for only three
games. Washington was suspended for sixty
days without pay, and is now playing again.
Tomjanovich, on the other hand, may never
play again.
If this type of intimidation and terror is
tolerated in professional sports, imagine the
similar incidents that take place in high
schools and colleges. Officials, players and
sportswriters would all undoubtedly deny
that this is an attempt to prevent whites
from playing these sports. But it may be
symbolic that the top high-school basket
ball player (white) in California a few years
ago, chose to go into minor league baseball
rather than continue his basketball -::areer in
college. Baseball has a lower percentage of
black players.
The excess of blacks in basketball has
served as an impetus to other young black
athletes. The Sporting News, in an editorial
a few years ago, discussed the relatively low
percentage of blacks in minor league base
ball. Taking the Baltimore Orioles as an ex
ample, the paper asked why there weren't
more blacks coming up from the minor
leagues? A team official explained that
black athletes were concentrating more on
football and basketball.
All those devoted to the integrationist
philosophy seem determined to stamp out
any remaining vestiges of all-white accom
plishments. For example, in South Boston
before the busing order went into effect, the
all-white South Boston High football team
was the city champions. After the busing
program started, the team was duly in
tegrated. This past year, South Boston was
badly defeated in the championship game.
In 1969, President Nixon was heavily
criticized for proclaiming the University of
Texas the No. 1 college football team
before the official decision had been made.
The stated reason was that Nixon was being
unfair to the other teams vying with Texas
for the honor. Unstated, however, was the
f act that Texas was the last all-white college
football team to win the national cham
pionship. Since then, Texas has followed the
pattern of other southern schools in
recruiting black athletes. This year, despite
being ranked No. 1 all year, Texas was
crushed by Notre Dame in the Cotton Bowl.
Several seasons ago, the black players on
the Syracuse University football team
charged the coaching staff with racism and
refused to play. The team, which had been
losing, suddenly went into a winning streak,
and many white players were quoted as say
ing that the black players weren't wanted as
the team was doing better without them.
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But the athletic department surrendered to
pressure, reinstated the black players and
persuaded Coach Ben Schwartzwalder to
resign. Today, the team is once again fully
integrated.
Athletic departments allow black ath
letes to play even though they are
academically unqualified for college. Ac
cording to Michael Novak in The Joy of
Sports, some 30% of athletes apparently
never [get] their degrees."A symbolic case is
that of Tony Dorsett, football player with
the Dallas Cowboys. Dorsett went to the
University of Pittsburgh and, when a senior,
won the Heisman Trophy as the top college
football player of the year. After the foot
ba II season ended in January, Dorsett d idn' t
bother to return to Pittsburgh to finish up
his last semester.
The Russian team captured the Olympics
in 1976. But even more astounding was the
performance of the East German team,
which finished third behind the U.S.S.R. and
the U.S. In fact, if the East German and
West German totals are added together,
Germans won 129 medals, the U.S.S.R., 125
and the U.S., 94.
1/

Roots of Roots

In watching the Soviet and other East
European teams compete against Ameri
cans, I was surprised at their superior at
titude toward American blacks. Under the
barrage of propaganda put out by the
media, white American athletes often seem
to develop an inferiority attitude when com
peting with blacks. The importance of race
to the Russians was demonstrated a few
years ago when a Russian basketball team
was touring the U.S. One of the first ques
tions the Russian coach asked was whether
Bill Walton, the basketball superstar who
would be competing against them, was
white or black.
147
The myth of Negro physical superiority
must be dispelled. But let us not forget the
myths of omission as well as those of com
mission. I refer in particular to the legend of
Jesse Owens as "hero" of the 1936 Olym
pics. What is never mentioned is that Nazi
Germany won the 1936 Olympics, the only
time before or since that a nation other than
the U.S. or the U.S.S.R. has won the games.
It might also be pointed out that the

postwar decline of the U.S. in Olympic com
petition (winning 4 of 8 postwar games ver
sus 10 of 11 prewar games) coincides with
the rise of integrationist practices.
Canadian subscriber
Whites don't need special sports pro
grams as called for in the article "Race and
Athletics." White children should compete
against black children. Stiff competition
brings forth greater achievements with
regard to physical skills. As a physical
education teacher I realize that sports
necessarily don't have to be the No.1 goal
of a white child's life, even though it should
be a priority. Blacks can put sports as their
No.1 goal and education as No.2. Then
we'll see who will ultimately do best in life.
309
I thought that" Race and Athletics" was
done very well. I had been making mental
notes on the subject for a year or so with a
view to perhaps doing such an article
myself and I thought the writer covered the
terrain pretty fully, accurately and con
structively.
640
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In 1458 the Portuguese captain
Diego Gomez made an arduous jour
ney to the land that forms the eastern
most part of Gambia. The priest Soto
de Cassa disembarked and introduced
the local inhabitants to the Christian
religion at Nomimansa (considered to
be either the modern Niumi or Barra).
I t is possible that the first Christian
church was built at this time in San
Domingo (see map). Consequently, Mr.
Haley's date for the first appearance of
white Europeans in "Kunta Kinte Land"
can be moved back more than 300
years.
The Spaniards followed the Por
tuguese. In 1475 three Andalusian
ships reached the mouth of the river.
Their crews captured a local Mandingo
chief and over 100 of his subjects, and
carried them off into slavery. Only the
chief eventually regained his freedom
after the personal intervention of
Spanish King Ferdinand V.
In 1491 the Portuguese Rod rigo
Rebelo signed a trade treaty with King
Manimansa, the ruler of Kantora. It
was mostly a waste of time because
Gambia turned out to be devoid of the
gold, ivory and other treasure which
were the Europeans' primary interest.
During this period, however, numerous
Portuguese settled in Gambia, inter
married with the natives and became
vassals to the local rulers.
The first Engl ishmen set foot in Gam
bia in 1553, arriving in two small ships
with a Portuguese navigator. In 1560

some French ships from Dieppe drop
ped anchor in the Gambia river and
began a series of visits that continued
for the next thirty years. The Portu
guese, however, continued to consider
Gambia as their special domain and in
1570 two of their vessels attacked a
French trader's vessel. In the following
years when disorders erupted in Por
tugal and the country was annexed to
the Spanish Empire, the Portuguese
Francisco Ferrera led two English ships
to Gambia. Although these ships
returned to England in 1579 with a
large supply of furs and ivory, the
Engl ish were unable to continue the
trade effectively. In 1598 Queen
Elizabeth I granted a new charter to
Charles, Earl of Nottingham, and Sir
John Stanhope to carryon trade on the
Gambia river, but these gentlemen
were also unable to make the venture
pay, due to the hostility of the blacks
and the resident Portuguese.
In 1612 the French cavalier de Bri
queville arrived with the intention of
building several forts and support
facilities for trading in Gambia. How
ever, illness and numerous deaths
caused by the severe climate of the
rainy season forced the Frenchmen to
abandon their mission.
From 1619 to 1621 the English again
undertook several ventures under a
charter from King James I. These visits
were unsuccessful and proved costly in
human lives lost in battles with the Por
tuguese and mulattoes. "Gold fever"
21

was responsible for several British
deaths in the upper reaches of the
Gambia river. The native chieftains, in
cidentally, had an inordinate fondness
for Engl ish alcohol ic beverages, for
which they offered black slaves. To
one such offer an English captain call
ed Richard Jobson is quoted as reply
ing, "We are people who don't deal in
this merchandise. We do not buy or sell
anything that has human form."

The fort of Duke Jacobus on St. An
drew's Island
In 1621 the Dutch founded the West
Indies Company, which took advan
tage of the chaos of the Thirty Years
War to seize former Portuguese col
onies. then under Spanish rule, in
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Africa. In 1630-35 there was a revival of
British interest in West Africa. In 1631
Charles I awarded exclusive trading
rights in the area to Sir Richard Young
and four noblemen. When the English
Civil War began, royalist privileges
were abolished. In 1651 Cromwell's
government awarded exclusive rights
in certain districts in Sierra Leone and
the Gold Coast to Roland Wilson and a
group of London traders.
Africa at this time also aroused the
interest of the Swedes and the Danes.
In 1645 Sweden, after bitter battles
with the Dutch, established eight small
forts on the Gold Coast. After an abortive attempt in 1649 the Danes
established two small forts in the
Guinea Bay area in 1655.
As the above chronology indicates,
the research of Mr. Ottaway, who
wrote that 1661 was the year of the
first appearance of Europeans in the
Gambia area, and of Mr. Haley, who
said the first whites came in 1767, does
not stand up very well.
The Courlanders arrived on Oct. 24,
1651, with the thirty-gun frigate Der
Walfisch and the twenty-four-gun cor-

vette Das Krokodil at St. Andrew's
island, near Juffure, and about forty
km. from the river's mouth. The
presence of two British ships was
noted, one with twenty-four guns and
the other with only two. No hostilities
were reported. The Courland fort,
which eventually controlled the mouth
of the Gambia river was entirely dependent on water and food from Juffure,
Bintanga and Brefete. The Courlanders
remained until 1657 when a black
revolt and difficulties in the home
country caused them to pull up stakes.
The Dutch took control of the
Courland fort on St. Andrew's in 1658,
as well as the other fortified settlements. They in turn were routed by
the French pirate Duquesne in 1659,
who had been employed by Sweden to
destroy Courland properties in Gambia, which unknown to the Swedes had
already passed into Dutch hands. Thus
when Duquesne went about his mission of leveling the forts, he mistakenly
attacked the Dutch. It should be noted
that he was unable to destroy the three
twelve-pound cannons at the Juffure
fort. DuQuesne razed all the buildings

and took with him all the Dutch,
Courlanders and black slaves he could
find.
The Courlanders attempted to
reestablish their colony in 1660. The
Pieta arrived with twenty-four guns and
deposited a small garrison at St. Andrew's on June 10. But before they had
fully established themselves they were
attacked by the Dutch, who finally
destroyed the fortification at Juffure,
but failed to take St. Andrew's island.
The period that immediately follows
marks the passing of Gambia into
British hands and corresponds with Mr.
Ottaway's date for the arrival of the
white Europeans. The newly crowned
King Charles II ordered Robert Holmes
to establish a large British colony at
Gambia. Arriving with four shipsKinsda/e, Amity, Sophia, and Henriet
ta - on March 19, 1661, Holmes
presented an ultimatum to the small
Courland garrison on St. Andrew's
island. The Courland flag was lowered.
The Union Jack was raised. The island
was renamed James in honor of the
king's brother, a name it has retained
to the present day.
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education at Cal Tech's jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Like most of the rest, Tsien
got his training free from funds con
tributed by the U.S. from its share of
Boxer Rebellion indemnities.
Oddly enough, reading between the
lines of The China Cloud, which is
necessary in order to understand the
factual information presented, one
observes that the people working in the
federal government and in the state
government of Cal ifornia had no com
prehension of the forces at work about
them. But two Los Angeles detectives
did. Their names were Bill Hynes and
William Ward Kimple. Hynes was head
of a "Red Squad" office (his idea) and
Kimple was an undercover man who at
first failed to get into the Communist
apparatus. "Most were New York
Jews," he would say in later years,
"and I couldn't get into the Party.
Nevertheless, Hynes and Kimple
penetrated into a most complex net
centering on the training of the Chinese
at Cal Tech as early as 1933. On page
44 of The China Cloud we learn that the
Chinese, ostensibly not Communists,
were placed in Cal Tech specifically
for nuclear physics research. Theodore
von Karman had assigned Tsien, men
tioned above, to Cal Tech's jPL. Von
Karman, a Hungarian Jew, was the
great gathering point for data on possi
ble missile delivery systems. He and
Tsien were cooperating closely as early
as 1935. A t\:,pical bit of chitchat by
Von Karman, "I remember that Pro

fessor Pau I S. Epstein of the Physics
Department, a great theoretician, once
said to me: 'Your student, H.S. Tsien, is
in one of my classes.' 'J a, he is good, I
replied: 'Tell me,' Epstein said with a
twinkle in his eye, 'do you think he has
Jewish blood?'
What Hynes and Kimple apparently
ran across was Dr. Sidney Weinbaum's
Community Party Professional Unit
122, Pasadena Section, which was
formed in 1936 or 1937. Tsien was in
contact with Weinbaum. Coming in
and out of the homes where Profes
sional Unit 122 met was the brother of
J. Robert Oppenheimer.
The authors of The China Cloud at
no time provide evidence that they
quite understand what their assembly
of facts indicate. One could never
prove before a Congressional commit
tee that the Red Chinese were placed
in American schools of physics and
rocket propulsion so that when the
Chinese Communists overran China
(1948) they would have a ready-made
team to create a nuclear stockpile and
delivery system. Neither could it be
proved that the movement of each
Chinese into a key college course was
greased by minority members. But rest
assured, it was. The pattern of coinci
dence, if it were argued to be a coin
cidence, wou Id have arrayed against it
the most astronomical odds imagi
nable.
The prevalence of minority physi
II
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cists (and agents, organizers, technical
directors, and espionage operators) in
wartime atomic research around the
planet has never been properly eva
luated. When noticed at all, the pheno
menon is attributed to some sort of
genius" absent in other physicists. The
peculiar circumstance of minority
members all along the path of nuclear
development- even to the proprietors
of rooming houses used by various
conspirators - is not understood. For
such a dense mass of minorityites
almost no end to them- to appear in
cooperation at a given time and in a
given place would presuppose a
powerful motive. The motive was a
Certain Person, who had them literally
desperate, working on a time schedule
that was giving practically all of them
a nervous disorder. The number of
them who knew about what was going
on in the U.S. probably included even
the inmates of Miami Beach homes for
the elderly. However, Truman says he
didn't know.
Something of a similar nature is
probably taking place now in regard to
other technical developments. We may
wake up one day and find out that not
only the vice president knew nothing
about it, but that the president was
equally ignorant. This time the data
will not be dispatched to Moscow
there's some sort of Russian revivalism
going on in the Socialist motherland
but to a computer near Mount Zion.
/I

Chicago: At Northwestern University, the
Dt'pc1rtllwnt of HI'Itory ha'> offlci<llly spon
'Iored a series of lectures to denounce fel
low faculty nwmb~'r, Professor Butz, and
convmce that more credulous students of
the veraCity of the six million saga. One
would not be astonishpd, of course, if this
had bt'pn dont' by the Dt'partment of E:du
cation or thf' Df'pMtnwnt of Superstition,
both of which nclturally bark out whatever
'>pIPI thpy thmk good for their business, but
It I" di"concPrting to see this done by
h,"tOrlc1I1'i, who <Uf' "upposed to have some
( OI1CPrI1 for t dcb Onp can sympathize With
the Allwrican l1lt'mbprs of that department,
who, Ilkp tht'lr IIHtitution's president,
«(}w{>rpd bpforp til(' minority boot, but their
'>I,lVhh '>ubl1ll'>"lon is nont'thpless dpmorall
/ Illg and dl'>grd( pful to a supposedly acade
1l11( ill'>' Ilul 1011
Detroit: If<, hard to believe, but we
n'(Pllt Iy rf'cf'ivpd d xerox of page 8 of a
small Catholic publication in Detroit, St.
Raymond's Life and Worship, which propos
f'd that priests in their next sermon demand
$SO() billion If) H'Pc1r<1tlons from Negroes.
I hp l1lorwy would bp u'ied to repay the cost
ot educating blacks <lnd "the damage you
have donf' to u,> and to our nation" The arti
cit> reViewed the Slate of blacks when they
fir"t arm,ed in this country 350 years ago.
Their language was descrrbed as being hard
ly "above the chatter of monkeys.
their
sou I food was insects and the flesh of their
own people; and their homes were dens
made of broken sticks and mud. They did
not know that water could be used for
bathing as well as drinking."
Blacks were also critiCized for creating
slums and for turning the nation's capital
"into a cesspool of filth and corruption that
is not fit for a worm to live in."
Aside from the truth or untruth of the
above charges, this is hardly the material
for a priestly sermon- unless Detroit Catho
I ics are vastly different from members of
their denomination elsewhere, or unless a
few dying embers of the oldtime rei igion
are being stirred up again in some hardened
rei igious arteries.

Michigan: Sami bmail, a U.S. citizen and
a graduate student at Michigan State U ni
versity, was arrested last December 21 at
the Tel Aviv airport when he flew in to see
his dying father, who lives in the Israeli
occupied West Bank of Palestine. Esmail's
brother and hiS attorney state he was later
tortured, forced to sign self-mcriminating
documents and is now bf'ing "prepared" for
one of those secret Gulag-type Israeli trials.
The univf'rsity sent a dt'lt'gation to the State
Depdrtmpnt, which stated that the US
"(annot rntprft're in the internal judicial
processes" of a country" unless they violate
human rights." Since bmail bears the dOll
ble burden of being an American of Arab

descent, whatever happens to him will ob
viously be well outside the selective
parameters of Carter's human rights. A
young Texan, Terre Fleener, 23, of San Anto
nio is also languishing in an Israeli jail on
"spy" charges. But no one cares. She is
not a Soviet Jewish dissident. She's an
American.

New York: United Air Lines is hiring pilots
for the first time since 1970. As the result of
a 1973 lawsuit by the Department of J us
tice, United is now deep in the affirmative
action sWim. The mathematics are as fol
lows. If 5% of the pilot applications come
from women and 10% from minorities,
United Air Line~ will have to hire 10% of the
women applicants and 20% of the minority
applicants. Greyhound should be pleased.
If we have to have minoritYltes shepherd us
frorn place to
we believe quotas will
produce better bus drivers than jumbo jet
pilots. Nt'xt time, wt"re afraid, a lot more
people will be taking the bus.
Washington, D.C.: Along With sllch in
dustrial giants as Johnson and Johnson,
Volkswagt'n and RCA, Ann Pincus and Shir
ley Arnowitz have rt'sf'rved some rather ex
pt'flsivt' space in the space shuttle. Why?
Because, says the Washington Post, "They
want to bf' the first women to put something
in space
Patricia Harris, Secretary of HUD, an
nounced that municipalities should press
hard for the abolition of zoning laws so that
they and the poor can move into better
neighborhoods. She warned that the city
fathers should not wait until the courts in
tervene against "majoritarian intransi
gence," a HUD euphemism for community
survival.

London: The National Front is getting so
prominent that it provoked a major BBC-TV
polemic from Prime Minister james
Callaghan, whose political temperature was
probably raised a I ittle higher than usual by
the memory of his jewish grandmother No
equal time was provided for the defendants.
The press also took after the NF in a series
of front-page smear articles. But the most
telling blow was struck by Conservative par
ty leader Margaret Thatcher, who came out
strongly against immigration and spoke
glowingly of the necessity to preserve the
"British character." Some of her words
could have been written by an NF ghost
writer. Let us hope that any Conservative or
Labour attempt to pre-empt the National
Front program will fail dismally The British
electorate should easily be able to Sf'f'
through the hypocrisy of any such Jill-come
lately as Mrs. Thatcher. Meanwhile, the Na
tional ~ ront has cranked up a campaign
dgainst the monolithic Marxist-minority
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presence in British education A quarter of a
million copies of a booklet published by the
Young National Front and entitled "How to
Combat Red Teachers" have been printed
and distributed to students, urging them to
think for themselves and resist the simper
ing syllogisms of Leninist-Marcusean
dogmata. Among the many reference books
recommended by the authors of the
booklet none is given a higher mark than
The Dispossessed Majority, more than a
thousand copies of which have already
been sold in Britain.

A new study of Britain's all-powerful
trade unions revealed that an average of
70.5% of their huge income from member
ship dues is spent on administration and on
ly 9.43% on members' benefits.
The main suppl ier of British rent-a-mobs,
whose mission is to break up meetings and
marches of the National Front, is the
Social ist Workers Party The behind-the
scenes head of the SWP is Tony Cliff, who
for some reason or another is not too proud
of his real name, Ygael Gluckstein. He
managed to remain in Britain by marrying
Chanie Rosenberg, the daughter of a
wealthy South Afric~n businessman
Another SWP blgshot is Steve Jeffries,
whose family comes trom south Russia.
Paul Horborow (Horborowitz) and Danny
Phillips fill out some of the remaining slots
in the SWP ruling junta.
Austria: Austria's Iiving standards have
risen rapidly over the past ten years. But
now there is a huge, continuing budget
deficit
la U.S.A., and the schilling looks
shaky The high-living left, including the
jewish Prime Minister, is becoming more
nervy, less sure of the answers, while kosher
conservatives look glum and the unions are
trYll1g desperately to prevent the now cer
tain rise in the hitherto low unemployment
figures. Agall1st this background, it is in
teresting to watch the very dedicated,
fanatical, small rightist groups, who say that
Austria cannot maintain decent living stan
dards without closer links with Germany It
cannot, for example, have a successful
export-oriented auto industry because it
lacks a sufficiently large home market to
cushion the bumps. What is more, the South
Tyrol problem cannot be solved without
calling upon German power

a

Australia: An Aussie correspondent sent
us a copy of a new magazine with this note:
"E nclosed is our new publication Advance!,
which some day we hope will be the voice
of Austral ian national ism, With the excep
tion of a few trivial differences, due mainly
to our political approach as opposed to
your philosophical one, our aims are one
with yours- the physical defense of Euro
pean man and the rediscovery of his
cultural identity For an isolated, empty
continent surrounded by almost two billion
Asians this aim can only mean a nationalist
mentality All of us from the National
Resistance wish you and yours the best of
luck in your endeavors,"

SEMINAL BOOKS FROM HOWARD ALLEN
Sometimes a great new book or a great old book is published or
reprinted by a big publishing firm yet dies on the vine. The publisher
may not have the heart to promote a controversial book and the media
may refuse to mention it. As far as the general public is concerned, the
book might as well have remained unpublished. To shine some light in
these black holes of knowledge, Howard Allen has made arrangements
to distribute, at the regular retail price, a few landmark books of other
publishers.

The Camp of the Saints by Jean Raspail Ghastly, shuddering, mind
reeling scenario of what is in store for the OCCident if liberalism and
apathy continue to weaken the Westerners' will to survive The
author. a bitterly sardonic Frenchman. charts the dying convulsions of
France fr0m the day a million famished Third Worlders pile on a fleet
of leaking hulks in Calcutta and sad off to the land of milk and honey
The fir:-t great uncompromising novel of modern times Published in
1975 by Scribner's

The Crowd by Gustave Le Bon The great, half-forgotten French prophet,
who spoke more truly than Cassandra, but was even less believed,
A New Theory of Human Evolution by Sir Arthur Keith The greatest
jumped the gun on Freud, Ortega y Gasset and Pareto in an epoch
modern anthropologist is almost unknown to the American reading
making study of the popular mind. Crowds, wrote Le Bon, do things
public. and the media monopolists are unabashed This is Keith's
which the individuals who compose them would never do They have
major work and contains the prinCipal threads of his ideas about
a personality of their own, more often a destructive personality, and
evolution and the constructive role played by nationalism and
they are the unruly offspring of mass democracy Le Bon's low opinion
prejudice in race building and genetic progress No book offers a more
of history. his rueful opinion of religion and his high opinion of race
penetrating rebuttal to the Boas school of anthropology. whose
cast a fresh and perspicacious look at the social order Reprinted in
perverse and unfounded assertions about racial equality have
1973 by the Viking Press
dominated Western thought for most of this century Reprinted In
1968 by Peter Smith
Hereditary Genius by Sir Francis Galton Inventor of fingerprinting and
founder of the science of eugenics, Galton demonstrates the
inheritance of intelligence by tracing generations of achievement In
A New Morality from Science by Dr
Raymond B Cattell An
eminent British families Almost a century before anyone ever heard
mternationally prominent social scientiSt, who has authored 30
of·IQ. the famed British scientist graded nations and races according
technical books and more than 300 research article~, rejects liberalism
to their mental ability, while brilliantly marshaling the historical
and racial leveling in a profound and challenging work that searches
evidence for profound racial differences In Intellect, character and
for new ethical values from the domain of sCience A great mind dares
temperament. The biological origins of celibacy and individualism are
to come to grips With the most controversial issues of the age HIS
also examined in this epochal work, of whICh Charles DarWin wrote, "I
em inently sensible proposals for a new evolutionary ethics based' on
do not think that I ever in all my life read anything more Interesting
behavior genetics rather than on religiOUS, liberal or Marxist dogma
have so enraged the book reviewing establishment that hardly a
and original." Reprinted in 1972 by Peter Smith
mention of his work is to be found anywhere Published in 1973 by
Race by Dr. John R Baker A world-renowned Oxford biologist has
Pergamon Press
written the definitive work on racial differences Almost all the
available physiological and historical evidence has been assembled to
The Conquest of a Continent by Madison Grant The claSSIC work on
prove once and for all that there are important and measurable
American raCial history In which the author, beginning With the
intellectual as well as physical disparities between the races Now,
NordiC settlement of the colonies, exam Ines the genetic components
whenever Negro backwardness is blamed on environment and
of every state In the U S and every country In the Western
oppression, the argument can be easily refuted by Citing chapter and
Hemisphere By making race hiS central theme, Grant enriches hiS
verse from Dr Baker's encyclopedic study A Fellow of the Royal
pages with events that have escaped the attention of conformist
Society - in England the nearest thing to a Nobel prize - Or Baker
historians If the test of genius IS the ability to predict the future.
has produced an inexhaustible reservoir of documentation for the
Grant is by far America's greatest historian Reprinted in 1975
ideas of Arthur Jensen and William Shockley Published in 1974 by
Oxford University Press.
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